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Chapter 1 

Research necessity and overall objectives 

 

 

 

 

Geographic information science (GIS) and technology have great potential to improve 

the efficiency and quality of methods used to gather spatial soil information (McBratney and 

Odeh, 1997). Technological advances in GIS and remote sensing have created a tremendous 

potential for improvement in soil resource inventory (McKensie et al., 2000, Bui and Moran, 

2001). Information on the distribution of soil properties over the landscape is required for a 

variety of hydrological, ecological and land management applications. In detailed 

hydroecological and other environmental modeling applications, considering variability of soil 

properties over an area is needed to approximate the resolution of other environmental 

parameters gathered from remote sensing and digital terrain analysis (Band et al. 1991, 1993). 

Unfortunately, traditional soil maps seldom provide information about the spatial distribution 

of soil properties at the desired resolution (both at spatial and attribute levels) and this soil 

information is very difficult to directly obtain over large areas as soils show inherently high 

and continuous spatial variation, and are often obscured by a vegetation canopy.  

Traditional soil survey methods for mapping soil distribution are outdated because they 

were formulated prior to the introduction of computer based geographic information systems 

and remote sensing techniques. Computer based approaches to digital soil modelling combine 

remotely sensed data, terrain analysis data, field-collected data, vegetation, climate and 
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lithology distribution and expert knowledge to infer soil characteristics at unvisited sites. 

Digital soil mapping (DSM) is the computer-assisted production of digital maps of soil type 

and soil properties (Schull et al., 2005). It typically implies the use of mathematical and 

statistical models that combine information from soil observations with information contained 

in correlated variables and remote sensing images (Figure 1). Such methods hold promise to 

reduce survey cost and increase objectivity, while producing soil landscape information more 

appropriate for the systems science applications.  

 

 

 

                   S            f   (E)                        (1)   

 

 

Figure1. Soil is a function of its environmental factors (Zhu et al., 1997) 

In Iran, most soil surveys have been carried out using traditional methods and some 

areas have not yet been mapped at any scale. Recently, industry, agriculture, and mining 

sectors have increasingly focused on the application of geographic information systems and, 

as a result, digital soil data are now being collected more systematically. Foreseen intensive 

applications in agriculture and hydrological management demand high quality soil maps. 

Although predictive soil mapping studies are still at an introductory stage in Iran, they provide 

a start point especially in arid regions, where traditional soil survey methods are difficult to 

undertake.  

The primary focus of this dissertation is to develop and test DSM methods using soil and 

environmental data at the study site located in southeastern Iran. This study is limited to those 

landforms commonly associated with the desert environment of southeastern Iran. Soils of 

Soil class (soil phase,…) and soil 

properties 

Soil spatial 

inference system 
Climate, parent material, 

organism, topography 

Relationships between soil and environment 
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many parts of Iran have never been mapped; particularly there is no soil map available for the 

area study. Since, the knowledge on the soil resources is vital for land management decisions 

in arid regions, the specific objective of this dissertation is to develop models of spatial soil 

information (soil map unit, soil taxa, and soil properties) that can be used to produce more 

accurate soil maps for the survey area and preliminary maps of non-mapped regions. Little 

attempt has been made to evaluate the capability of DSM approach in Iran (Hengl, et al. 

2007), and no investigation has been carried out in desert landscape of central and 

southeastern Iran. 

To carry out digital soil mapping, Iranian soil scientists are faced with areas without any 

data and soil map. On the other hand, based on the principal of digital soil mapping 

techniques, there should be soil observations (soil profile data). Under such circumstances and 

also, due to the high cost of field work, digital soil mapping should be performed with limited 

data.  

We attempted to produce a map of the USDA soil great groups, based on a limited set of 

field data as a desirable starting point at a scale of 1:50,000 to provide a base for mapping at 

the soil series scale which is common in Iran. In the present study, we evaluate the suitability 

and performance of logistic regression methods and boosted regression tree as potential 

techniques for soil mapping using a limited point dataset in an arid region of Iran. 

Furthermore, we evaluate the trade-off between the quality of maps produced at different 

taxonomic levels using neural networks and the information value of these maps. Since a vast 

area of the world is covered by similar desert soils, the results of this research could be used 

for soil mapping in such area for which very few data sources are available.  
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Chapter 2 

Spatial prediction of USDA-soil great groups in arid Zarand region, Iran: 

comparing logistic regression approaches to predict diagnostic horizons and 

soil types 

Accepted by European Journal of Soil Science 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Conventional soil mapping methods are efficient in medium to low intensity surveys 

because they use relationships among soil properties and more readily observable 

environmental features as a basis for mapping. However, the implicit predictive models are 

qualitative, complex and rarely described in a clear manner. Therefore, developing an explicit 

analogue of conventional survey practice suited to medium to low intensity surveys is of great 

importance (McKenzie and Ryan, 1999). A key feature is the use of quantitative 

environmental variables from digital terrain analysis and remote sensing to predict the spatial 

distribution of soil properties and classes. The use of these technologies for quantitative soil 

survey has been illustrated in various studies (McBratney et al., 2003; Lagacherie et al., 2007). 

Prediction of soil properties based on information from environmental variables has always 

been the basis for all the soil mapping methods. Unfortunately, traditional methods do not 

yield quantifiable soil-landscape information that describes robustly actual soil variation (Scull 

et al., 2003).  
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Soils cannot be separated from the landscapes in which they form. As landscapes evolve, 

soils develop through the interaction of pedogenic and geomorphic processes. The differences 

in soil type with landscape position are usually attributed to differences in runoff, erosion and 

deposition processes which affect soil genesis (Canton et al., 2003). Several studies in arid and 

semi-arid areas indicate that soils have a wide range of spatial variability resulting from 

differences in parent material, age of land surface, topography, water distribution, amount and 

intensity of rainfall and plant heterogeneity (Shmida and Burgess, 1988; Canton et al., 2003). 

Therefore, information obtained from these differences could be used to study and identify 

various soils.  

The predictive soil distribution models can be generated on the base of the relationships 

between soil and relief classes and geomorphological units (Grinand et al., 2008). Logistic 

regression methods have been successfully used in soil science for determining the probability 

of occurrence of drainage classes (Campling et al., 2002) or to relate the soil types with terrain 

attributes (Debella-Gilo et al., 2009) for example. Hengl et al. (2007) found that the success of 

multinomial logistic regression in predicting WRB soil groups heavily depends on the 

correlation with predictors for all classes. 

Although some researchers have successfully used logistic regression, this technique has 

rarely been used to map taxonomic classes, particularly for areas with limited data and where 

no reference soil map is available. Logistic regression models are well-known, conceptually 

simple and easy to interpret: therefore, to facilitate the preparation of digital soil maps, their 

use seems appropriate. 

2.2. Objectives 

We attempted to produce a map of the USDA soil great groups, based on a limited set of 

field data as a desirable starting point at a scale of 1:50,000 to provide a base for mapping at 
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the soil series scale which is common in Iran. This raised the following questions: (i) how to 

obtain a great-group map of sufficient quality using a limited point data set? (ii) what 

environmental co-variables have large predictive power? and (iii) is direct prediction of soil 

type better than the prediction of diagnostic horizons followed by classification into great 

groups?  

This study was therefore conducted to answer these questions by implementing and 

comparing selected digital soil mapping techniques both to predict soil classes directly and, 

alternatively, to predict the occurrence of relevant diagnostic horizons followed by 

classification of the indicator maps with the USDA soil classification system. 

2.3. Methods 

2.3.1. Study area 

The study area is located in the Zarand region, southeast Iran, about 70 km from the city 

of Kerman, between 56-57
◦
 E longitude and 30-31

◦
 N latitude and covers an area of about 90 

000 ha. This area is surrounded by mountains (limestone, dolomite, shale) from northwest to 

southeast. Major landforms in the study area include alluvial fans, coalescing alluvial fans 

(Bajadas), salt plain (playa), gypsiferous hills and sand dunes (Figure 1). The soil moisture 

regime of the study area is Aridic. The mean annual precipitation, temperature and potential 

evapotranspiration are 61 mm, 22° C and 2500 mm, respectively.  

2.3.2. Sampling design and profile description 

A stratified sampling scheme was adopted for the study area using digital maps of 

geology, geomorphology and topography for stratification. The sampling design aimed to 

provide a good spatial coverage of the area and also cover the spatial variability of 

environmental variables to be used for prediction. 
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Figure 1. The study area located near Kerman city, Iran (Landsat ETM+ image (RGB: 243)) 

 

The sampling strata were defined to represent the differences in landforms 

(geomorphology), topography (DEM) and lithology. Within each stratum, sampling locations 

were randomly chosen so that the sample size was proportional to the stratum area. This 

resulted in 126 profiles, which were then described, sampled, analyzed and classified by using 

the USDA soil classification system (Soil Survey Staff, 2006). The sampling locations are 

shown on the geomorphology map in Figure 2. The most abundant great groups in each 

geomorphic unit are shown in Table 1 and the profile description was used to compile a list of 

diagnostic surface and subsurface horizons likely to occur in the area. 

2.3.3. Ancillary spatial variables 

Three groups of ancillary variables were employed in mapping as follows: 
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Figure 2. Geomorphology map and sampling points for mapping and validation. Codes refer to Table 1 

 

(i) Terrain attributes  

A digital elevation model (DEM) was compiled from the Aster Global Digital Elevation 

Model website (METI and NASA, 2009). Seven terrain attributes were obtained from the 

DEM including slope (SLOPE), mean curvature (MEANC), wetness index (WI), plan 

curvature (PlCur), profile curvature (PrCur), topographic wetness index (TWI) and Multi-

resolution valley bottom flatness index (MrVBF) (Gallant and Dowling, 2003). All the terrain 

characteristics were derived by using the Saga GIS (Olaya, 2004). 

(ii) Remote sensing indices  

The Landsat 7 ETM data were used to extract remote sensing indices such as normalized 

difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Rouse et al., 1973), ratio vegetation index (RVI) 

(Pearson and Miller, 1972) and perpendicular vegetation index (PVI) (Richardson and 

Wiegand, 1977). 
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Table 1. Geomorphology map hierarchy and the major soil great group per geomorphic surface (profile 

description) for the study area in Zarand region, Iran 

 

(iii) Geomorphology map  

Air photo interpretation (API) was used to differentiate geomorphical entities on the 

basis of their formation processes, general structure and morphometry. The entities were 

defined through a nested geomorphic hierarchy as defined by Toomanian et al. (2006). This 

approach uses a four-level geomorphic hierarchy to breakdown the complexity of different 

landscapes. Therefore, the geomorphology map has four levels including landscape, landform, 

lithology, and geomorphic surface. This hierarchy was delineated on aerial photos (1:40 000).  

No 
Landscape Landform Lithology Geomorphic surface Code 

 Major soil great 

group observed 

1 Mountain Rock outcrop Dolomite-limestone Rock surface Mo111 Torriorthents 

2 
Mountain Eroded outcrop Sandstone, shale Eroded surface Mo121 Torriorthents 

3 
Hill Eroded outcrop Conglomerate-sandstone-gypsum Dendrite drainage system with high topography Hi111 Haplogypsids 

4 Sand hills Dune Wind sediments Parabolic stream Sd111 Torripsamments 

5 

Playa Clay flat 

Silt, Clay, Salt Cultivated clay flat Pl111 Haplosalids 

6 Fine and coarse alluvial sediments 

 

Clay flat, highly salty and wetness Pl121 Haplosalids 

7 Salty and wetness, dense stream Pl122 Haplosalids 

8 

Piedmont Alluvial fan 

Alluviums of limestone, shale, 

sandstone, Igneous rocks 

Active fan, upper section Pi111 Haplocalcids 

9 Active fan, lower section, low slope Pi112 Haplocalcids 

10 Alluviums of siltstone, shale, 

sandstone, quartz 

Active fan, upper section Pi121 Calcigypsids 

11 Active fan,  lower slope Pi122 Haplocalcids 

12 

Piedmont Bajada 

Alluviums of siltstone, shale, 

sandstone, limestone, igneous 

rocks 

Upper section, high slope Pi211 Haplocalcids 

13 Upper section, dense drainage system, low slope Pi212 Haplogypsids 

14 Lower section, low slope, Pi213 Haplocalcids 

15 Lower section, low slope, new parallel streams, 

new deposits 
Pi214 Haplocambids 

16 Cultivated bajada Pi215 Haplosalids 

17 

Piedmont Dissected bajada 

Alluviums of siltstone, shale, 

sandstone, limestone, igneous  

rocks 

Flat and lower topography with dense streams Pi311 Haplocambids 

18 Higher topography and deep streams, upper 

section 
Pi312 Haplocambids 
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Stereoscopically interpreted aerial photos of the study area were imported into a GIS 

environment and after ortho-photo geo-referencing, geomorphic surfaces were mapped and 

inserted in GIS via on-screen digitization. There was a total of 18 geomorphic surfaces in the 

study area (Figure 2 and Table 1).  

All the maps of the terrain attributes, remote sensing images and geomorphology were 

projected to the same geographic reference system (such as WGS 84 UTM 40N). The values 

of the terrain attributes, remote sensing indices and levels of geomorphology map were then 

converted into a table for all the point locations with observed soil horizons and USDA soil 

great groups. This table was imported to R software (R Development Core Team, 2011) for 

predictive mapping. 

2.3.4. Predictive mapping with logistic regression 

We considered two approaches for mapping the target variable: indirect prediction and 

direct prediction of the great groups. 

In indirect prediction, the occurrence of relevant diagnostic horizons was first mapped, 

and subsequently, the indicator maps were combined on a pixel basis by using the presence or 

absence of diagnostic horizons. The primary target variable was thus binary, and the auxiliary 

variables could be either quantitative or categorical. In such a situation, binary logistic 

regression is an appropriate prediction method.  

(i) Binary logistic regression as an indirect approach 

For predicting soil classes by binary logistic regression, the soil diagnostic horizons 

were first predicted and then these horizons were combined for the prediction of soil great 

groups.  
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The theory and applications of the logistic model in soil science has been reviewed by 

Lane (2002). For the logistic model, the diagnostic horizon as our response variable is treated 

as a binomial having values of 0 or 1 for the absence or presence of the horizon, respectively:  

  (
 

   
)     ∑   

 
                                                     (2) 

where   is the probability of occurrence of a diagnostic horizon,    is the intercept,    is the 

regression coefficient, and    is an independent variable. 

In cases of the absence of diagnostic horizons, soils might be classified as Entisols. 

Therefore, we added indicator variables with the names of Entisols sub-orders as predictants 

(for example, Psamments). 

To select among the fitted models, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 

1973) was used (Guisan et al., 2007). This adjusts the residual deviance for the number of 

predictors, thus favouring parsimonious models. Thus, the model with the smallest AIC and 

residual deviance was selected; ANOVA was conducted to evaluate predictor importance as it 

requires the minimal processing time (Behrens et al., 2010).  

To allow combination of the indicator maps for classification into great groups, a 

decision tree must be defined which links the occurrence of diagnostic horizons to a soil great 

group. This tree was formulated with the classification key of the Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey 

Staff, 2006). The occurrence of diagnostic horizons was decided on the basis of exceedance of 

threshold values for predicted probabilities of occurrence. The threshold values for each 

indicator map were selected based on receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Flowchart of activities for the indirect prediction of soil great groups from mapped occurrences of 

diagnostic horizons of soils from the study area, using profile observations and auxiliary information in a binary 

logistic regression 
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The ROC allows the determination of the best combination of sensitivity and specificity 

in the identification of occurrences (Pontius and Schneider, 2001). We used the ROC to 

graphically compare the distributions of probability for recorded presence and absence at the 

sample locations by scanning the probability range [0; 1] for a series of cut-off values. For 

each cut-off value, the true and false positives were counted as follows: 

(i) the true positives (sensitivity) of the probability distribution of recorded presence: 

)1|Pr(1  DcyySensitivit                         (3) 

and (ii) the false positives (1-specificity) of the probability of recorded absence: 

)0|Pr(1)1(  DcyySpecificit                      (4) 

where y is the test value (in this case, the mapped probability of the occurrence of a diagnostic 

horizon), c is the cut-off value and D is the field value taking the value 1 for presence and 0 

for absence (Finke et al., 2008).  

These counts were plotted in the ROC curve. Subsequently, the area under the curve 

(AUC) (Rossiter and Loza, 2010) was estimated by numerical integration as a measure of the 

overall quality of the map.  

An AUC of 1 indicates a perfect map, and AUC of 0.5 indicates that the map does not 

have any discriminative power to detect presence or absence of a diagnostic horizon. The cut-

off values were chosen so that AUC was maximal and the number of correct predictions at 

field positions was maximal (Manel et al., 2001).  

(ii) Multi-nomial logistic regression (MLR) as a direct approach 

Multi-nomial logistic regression was used to model the relationships the soil great 

groups (categorical dependent variables) and the terrain attributes, remote sensing indices and 

levels of the geomorphology map (quantitative predictors) with the „nnet‟ package of R. This 
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estimated iteratively coefficients for all predictors. A multi-nomial logistic regression model 

with reference category is expressed as follows: 

   (
   

   
)                                            (5) 

where    is a constant,    is a vector of regression coefficients, for j=1, 2, …, J-1 and    is a 

vector of explanatory variables. This model is analogous to a logistic regression model, except 

that the probability distribution of the response is multi-nomial instead of binomial and there 

are J-1 equations instead of one so that  

 (    )      
   (    )

  ∑    (    )
 
   

                                (6) 

Then, the probability of reference category is given by 

 (    )      
 

  ∑    (    )
 
   

                               (7) 

The dependent variable has more than two categories. All the soil great groups occurring 

in the data set are possible categories. Before running the model, the reference class must be 

selected; in this case we used Calcigypsids (first in the default alphabetic order). The 

significance of the regression coefficient of each predictor variable for each dependent 

variable was evaluated using the Wald statistic. This statistic tests whether changes in a given 

predictor variable lead to significant change in the odds ratio of the dependent variable 

(Hosmer and Hjort, 2002). Thus, we can infer the significance of each predictor. The greater 

the absolute value, the greater significance it has.  

2.3.5. Validation and statistical inference 

(i) Model validation 

The most extreme form of cross-validation, known as the leave-one-out approach, was 

used. Each regression model was fitted by using n-1 observations and the soil group/horizon 
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was predicted at the observation site which was not used. The prediction with the unused 

observation was validated and this sequence was repeated n times for the other observation 

sites. Then the validation indices were estimated using the n validation results. The result of 

validation was an indicator variable taking value 1 if the predicted soil great group was equal 

to the observed soil great group and was 0 otherwise.  

(ii) Statistical inference  

The observation sites are a stratified simple random sample (Kempen et al., 2009). Strata 

were defined by ancillary variables such as geomorphology, geology and topography maps. 

The resulted geomorphic surfaces were representative of the differences in geomorphology, 

geology and topography of the landforms. Subsequently, these resulted in 18 strata and 126 

locations allocated to the strata in proportion to their area, with a minimum of two per stratum. 

According to sampling design and defined strata a weighted purity should be calculated as the 

actual purity. The actual purity was estimated as suggested by Kempen et al. (2009) in the 

following form: 

 ̂  ∑   
 
    ̂  ,                                                           (8) 

where   is the weight (relative area) of stratum  ,  ̂  is the estimated areal fraction of stratum 

  correctly classified, and   is the number of strata. The stratum fractions were estimated by 

the fraction of correctly predicted locations in each stratum, 

 ̂  
 

  
∑   

  
    ,                                                             (9) 

where    is the number of random sampling locations in the stratum  , and    is the indicator 

variable at sampling location  , taking the value 1 if the predicted soil great group was equal to 

the observed soil great group and was 0 otherwise. 
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The simplest statistical criterion in design based sampling is the unweighted purity used to 

estimate the global purity (  ) which is the estimated fraction of soil taxon   or stratum   

correctly predicted. Therefore  

(  )  
∑   

  
   

  
 ,                                                              (10) 

where (  )  is global purity of the soil taxon   and    is sample size of the soil taxon  .  

The bulk purity (  ) is the estimated fraction of soil taxa correctly predicted in total 

sampling units  

(  )   
∑   

 
   

 
 ,                                                              (11) 

where   is number of total sampling units in the area. 

The difference in purity between two methods for the whole area can be assessed with 

indicators calculated from data. The indicators were determined by comparing the field 

classification with binary and multinomial classification and then the difference between 

indicators was calculated by      
    

  where   
  is an indicator for the correct prediction 

by the binary method and   
  is a similar indicator for the multinomial method. This variable 

  can have values of -1, 0 and 1 and was used to estimate  ̂, which is the mean difference in 

actual purity of the binary and multinomial methods. Using the calculated standard error of the 

estimated mean of difference  , we tested whether differences were significant or not. The 

variance of the mean value for   ( ̂ ( ̂̅  )) was calculated according to De Gruijter et al. 

(2006): 

 ̂ ( ̂̅  )  ∑   
  

    ̂( ̂̅ ) ,                                            (12) 

where   is the relative area of stratum h,  ̂̅  is the stratum mean of   and  ̂( ̂̅ ) is the 

estimated variance of  ̂̅  that can be calculated as follows 
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 ̂ ( ̂̅ )  
 

  (    )
∑ (     ̂̅ )

   
    ,                            (13) 

where    is the sample size in stratum   and     is indicator variable in stratum  .  ̂( ̂̅ ) can 

be used to construct confidence intervals and to test if   significantly differs from 0, in which 

case the binary and multi-nomial classification methods perform significantly different. 

2.4. Results and discussion 

2.4.1. The soil-geomorphology-terrain relations modelled by binary logistic regression (an indirect 

approach) 

The geomorphology map at the fourth scale (geomorphic surface) was a powerful 

predictor unlike the other scales (landscape, landform and lithology) that were not important in 

model fitting (Table 2). This can be explained by the fact that the geomorphic surfaces have 

formed recently, or during a geological period with soil formation with conditions close to 

those of current processes in the arid regions.  

Table 2. The variables used to predict soil diagnostic horizons (indirect approach) and soil great groups (direct 

approach) 

GS: Geomorphic Surface, PC: Plan Curvature, El: Elevation, Sl: Slope. Significance code: „***P< 0.001, **P< 

0.01, „*P< 0.05  

 

For most soil horizons, the logistic model was significant at P<0.05. Table 2 gives the 

most significant correlations between the spatial distribution of the diagnostic horizons and the 

geomorphic surface, elevation, PVI and MrVBF. The terrain attributes were the most effective 

 Soil horizon 

or soil class 

Variables in modelling Most significance variables based on 

likelihood test 

Indirect 

approach 

Salic  GS+ NDVI+ MrVBF+ PVI GS***, NDVI**,PVI*,MrVBF** 

Gypsic GS+ NDI+ PlCur+ NDVI+ WI+ PVI GS***,WI**, PlCur**,PVI*,NDI* 

Calcic GS+ PVI GS***,PVI* 

Cambic El+ Sl+ PVI+ TWI+ MrVBF El*,Sl*,PVI**,MrVBF**,TWI* 

Psamments GS GS*** 

Orthents  El+ GS El***,GS* 

Direct 

approach 

Soil great 

groups 

GS+ MrVBF+ El+ WI GS***,MrVBF***, WI**, El* 
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characteristics in predicting the diagnostic horizons (Table 3), indicating that the relief is the 

most important factor explaining the formed soils. All the diagnostic horizons, except cambic, 

were significantly correlated with the geomorphic surface.  

Table 3. Purity of maps of the probability of occurrence for 4 diagnostic horizons (H) and 2 great groups, made 

by the binary logistic (indirect) approach 

Data set Salic H. Gypsic H. Calcic H. Cambic H. Orthents Psamments 

Proportion of 

profiles correctly 

predicted  

27/38 50/59 25/37 35/47 4/6 7/7 

Actual purity 0.52 0.73 0.41 0.61 0.52 1.00 

 

.The indicator maps of the occurrence of diagnostic horizons are presented in Figure 4. 

The probabilities that a given diagnostic horizon or soil class occurs at a given pixel are 

represented by values between 0 and 1, where 0 (black areas) indicates a probability of 0% 

and 1 (white areas) a probability of 100% for a diagnostic horizon or soil class. Also, because 

Psamments only occur in sand dunes, the prediction of this soil class was limited to this 

geomorphic surface (Table 2). Thus, the geomorphic surfaces predict Psamments directly. 

The prediction maps of gypsic and salic diagnostic horizons have high probabilities at 

the boundary of playa and bajada regions (centre to east areas of Figure 4). It appears that this 

area receives soluble salts washed out from upper areas. As expected, the large probability of 

the presence of salic horizon occurred in the playa landform (geomorphic surfaces Pl111, 

Pl121 and Pl122) (Figure 4). Among these geomorphic surfaces, the greatest probability of 

salic horizon was observed in the western side of playa (Figure 4), showing the greatest degree 

of salinity. Also, the poor vegetation cover is a clear evidence for the occurrence of salic 

horizon (Figure 1). 
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Figure 4. The probability distribution of diagnostic horizons of soils used in the prediction of soil great groups in 

the study area 
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The greatest probability of the gypsic diagnostic horizon occurs in gypsiferous hills that 

consist of 50-70% gypsum (data not shown) (Figure 4). Also, these hills are the likely source 

of gypsum for low-lying areas. This is only based on field observation and profile 

descriptions. 

Calcic horizons were predicted in alluvial fan and bajada landforms (Figure 4), which is 

in accordance with observed profiles. The presence of calcic horizon in these landforms 

depends on soil stability in the sampling location as calcic horizons were not observed in 

lateral slopes.  

Therefore, the geomorphic processes and surfaces should be differentiated in more detail 

and the geomorphologic criteria should be better defined to include the major processes. The 

resulting geomorphology map as the base of sampling and the representation of variation will 

be more accurate for determining the sampling design. Prediction maps of Orthents and 

Psamments, as expected, reflected the occurrence of eroded rock surfaces and presence of 

unconsolidated deposits, respectively. Rocky surfaces (mountain) and unconsolidated deposits 

(sand dunes) are clearly identified in Figure 1.  

Finally, the diagnostic horizons were combined (Figure 4) to classify soils into great 

groups (Figure 5). Hengl et al. (2007) reported the distribution of Gypsisols and Solonetz soils 

with a high probability in southeast and central Iran at the regional scale. The results of this 

study are consistent with their findings but at a more detailed scale. 

2.4.2. Determining threshold value by using ROC curve 

The ROC curve is a graph of the sensitivity (proportion of true positives) of the model 

prediction plotted against the complement of its specificity (the proportion of false positives), 

at a series of threshold values for a positive outcome (Rossiter and Loza, 2010). 
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Figure 5. The spatial distribution of soil great groups in the study area derived from binary logistic 

regression 

 

The selection of best model was based on the smallest AIC, the largest AUC and the 

number of correctly predicted classes. We therefore had to select the threshold value so that 

these options were fulfilled. As an example, we explain how to select the threshold value for 

the classification of gypsic horizon. Figure (6) shows the AUC for selected logistic model of 

the gypsic horizon. The graph clearly shows that this criterion for model with the variables 

given in Table 3 is much better than when the geomorphic surface is used as the single 

predictor. The AUC had the largest value among other fitted models for the gypsic horizon 

(results not shown), while AIC had the smallest for this model (Figure 6). Therefore, we 

selected the model with largest AUC and smallest AIC. However, this does not provide the 

best threshold value or the threshold with the smallest error.  
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Figure 6. Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve and Area Under Curve (AUC) for prediction of gypsic 

horizon by binary logistic regression (left-hand curve for logistic model with variables shown in Table 3 and 

right-hand curve for logistic model using only geomorphic surfaces 

 

At any threshold, we can compute the sensitivity and specificity, by comparing the 

predicted and actual classes. The relationships of the threshold with sensitivity and specificity 

are shown in Figure (7). This indicates that the best result is obtained at the threshold 0.5, 

because in this example we have 58 observed gypsic horizon (presence=1) and 65 observed 

non-gypsic horizon (absence=0) (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows at a threshold of p = 0.5, that 46 

(of 58 present) and 48 (of 65 absent) were correctly predicted. With any increase or decrease 

of the threshold value, the predicted correct number of classes decreases (Figure 7). We 

therefore selected a threshold value of 0.5 for classification of gypsic horizon. The same 

methodology was followed for other diagnostic horizons. 

2.4.3. The soil-geomorphology-terrain relationships modelled by multi-nomial logistic regression (a 

direct approach) 

Multi-nomial logistic regression directly predicts the soil great groups from the 

predictors. The parsimonious model for prediction was selected in a similar way to binary 
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logistic regression on the basis of the smallest AIC and residual deviance. Therefore, 

important predictors were identified including geomorphic surface, MrVBF, elevation and 

wetness index (Table 2). 

 

Figure 7. Sensitivity and specificity plotted against thresholds values for the predictions by the logistic model for 

the gypsic horizon 

 

 

Figure 8. The logistic model prediction for the gypsic horizon arranged by probability with the samples 

corresponding to each probability either at the top (if sample is actually present) or the bottom (if sample is 

actually absent) 
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None of the remote sensing indices were involved in the prediction. The geomorphology 

map had the potential to increase mapping efficiency as categorical predictor in both direct 

and indirect approaches. After the geomorphic surface, MrVBF and WI were the most 

important predictors (Table 2). Multi-resolution Valley Bottom Flatness index (MrVBF) 

identifies flat valley bottoms and WI indicates the degree of wetness (Wang and Laffan, 

2009). These indices indicate potential zones of transport for many materials, particularly 

sediment and other materials in excess water flow (Whiteway et al., 2004). Therefore, MrVBF 

and WI act indirectly in the identification of some of great groups particularly Haplosalids, 

Haplocalcids and Calcigypsids. The effects of geomorphology processes on soil distribution 

pattern and development have been widely recognized (Birkeland et al., 2006; Golosov et al., 

2008). The dominant role of geomorphologic processes in determining soil classes has been 

shown by Scull et al. (2005). Using multi-nomial logistic regression, Debella-Gilo and 

Etzelmuller (2009) showed that the terrain attributes exerted a significant effect on the 

distribution of soil groups. This terrain attributes and geomorphic processes help to predict soil 

types in both regression approaches. In turn, soil types result from different formation factors 

in the study area. The soil great group map derived from multi-nomial regression is shown in 

Figure 9.  

2.4.4. Comparison of predictive models 

The prediction purity was reasonably good for all the diagnostic horizons (Table 4), as 

the binary logistic model identified fairly strong relationships between the predictors and 

diagnostic horizons. In other words, predictors were useful to predict diagnostic horizons as 

purities for each diagnostic horizon are above 0.5, with the exception of the calcic horizon 

which had an actual purity of 0.41. The poor purity of calcic horizons is probability due to the 
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lack of a clear relation between current geomorphology and the formation of a calcic horizon, 

which is a slow pedogenic process. While a relatively poor prediction of Orthents may result 

from having only few sampling points (six) in relation to the area, the field identification of 

Orthents is easier in comparison with that for calcic horizons because this is a hidden 

characteristic. 

 

Figure 9. The spatial distribution of soil great groups in the study area derived from multi-nomial logistic 

regression. 

 

The map purity for soil taxa and strata is summarized in Table 4. The bulk purity of 

multi-nomial logistic was 66%, which was 7% larger than the binary logistic which is 

probably due to the classification resulting from the decision tree. The purity of predictions 

was not the same for all the soil classes in both approaches (Table 4). Generally, the actual 

purity was less than the global purity for the soil taxa (Table 4). This can be related to the 

effect of the size of sampling units relative to the total study area. The purities for 

Haplogypsids and Haplosalids with larger sample size are better than those for other soil 
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groups. Poorer performance (global and actual purity) was observed for Calcigypsids and 

Haplocambids in both binary and multinomial methods (Table 4). It is likely that predictions 

with a high degree of uncertainty are the result of an incomplete conceptual model. There were 

no diagnostic properties for Haplocambids that can help us classify it clearly. Also, because 

intensive erosion and sedimentation occur in arid regions, soil differentiation is very difficult 

and even more powerful models would not provide great accuracy.  

 
Table 4. Predictive quality of binary logistic regression (indirect approach) and multinomial logistic regression 

(direct approach) for soil taxa and geomorphic strata in the study area 

 n 

 Binary Logistic Reg.  Multinomial logistic Reg. 

Bulk 

purity 

Global 

purity 

Actual 

purity 

Bulk 

purity 

Global 

purity 

Actual 

purity 

 126 0.59  0.66  

Soil taxa      

Calcigypsids 6  0.28 0.02  0.40 0.03 

Haplocalcids 21  0.60 0.29  0.43 0.32 

Haplocambids 21  0.60 0.24  0.43 0.22 

Haplogypsids 28  0.78 0.51  0.56 0.43 

Haplosalids 36  0.70 0.60  0.80 0.75 

Torriorthents 6  0.83 0.08  1.00 0.10 

Torripsamments 7  1.00 0.06  1.00 0.06 

Geomorphic strata        

Mo111 3  0.67 0.02  1.00 0.02 

Mo121 3  1.00 0.02  1.00 0.02 

Hi111 7  0.86 0.06  0.57 0.04 

sd111 7  1.00 0.06  1.00 0.06 

Pl111 21  0.80 0.40  0.70 0.30 

Pl121 6  0.83 0.10  0.83 0.10 

Pl122 2  0.00 0.00  1.00 0.03 

Pi111 2  0.00 0.00  0.00 0.00 

Pi112 5  0.20 0.01  0.60 0.04 

Pi121 5  0.20 0.02  0.60 0.06 

Pi122 4  1.00 0.03  1.00 0.03 

Pi211 6  0.67 0.08  0.83 0.10 

Pi212 5  0.60 0.12  0.6 0.14 

Pi213 23  0.56 0.37  0.56 0.37 

Pi214 7  0.71 0.08  0.71 0.08 

Pi215 3  0.67 0.02  0.67 0.02 

Pi311 12  0.50 0.20  0.40 0.20 

Pi312 5  0.60 0.04  0.80 0.08 
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Weak prediction for Calcigypsids can be attributed to several factors. First, the small 

sample size of this soil class was because it was difficult to identify because of the 

undifferentiated surfaces and processes. Therefore, the delineations do not occur in the 

stratification and thus are not imported in the sampling design and subsequently, the small 

number of locations involves very uncertain purity estimates (Kempen et al., 2009). The soil 

great group Calcigypsids was observed in geomorphic surfaces Pi111, Pi112 and Pi121 with 

the small number of sampling units. 

Subsequently, the purities of these geomorphic surfaces are also poor (Table 4) 

confirming the poor prediction of Calcigypsids. Second, designing the decision tree in the 

binary logistic method makes it difficult to identify the threshold values used for the 

classification of soil classes in such a vast area (Figure 3). This introduces uncertainty in the 

identification of the prediction model and subsequent classification. In addition, bias in 

sampling (lack of complete characterization of predictor space with respect to the response 

variable) contributes to uncertainty (Beaudette and O‟Geen, 2009). 

Sample size, size of study area and map scale, all affect the prediction performance. 

Because the distribution of the samples in this study was stratified randomly over strata 

determined from ancillary data (Table 2), not all the soil types present were equally 

represented. This may have affected the results and explains why the prediction of soils with 

very limited presence in the research area had poorer accuracy than those with greater 

representation in the sample data because they had a larger spatial representation (Table 4).  

Comparison of the probability maps of gypsic horizon and Orthents (Figure 4) indicates 

that, in some parts, the same regions with large probability (P>0.5) exist. It is possible that 

some Torriorthents derived from binary logistic (indirect approach) under the decision tree 

(Figure 3) were predicted as Haplogypsids (Figure 5). This prediction may have been 
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influenced by the spatial distribution of light reflectance caused by high altitude gypsiferous 

hills and mountains. Poor reliability may also result from the small number of samples and, 

consequently, the lack of good relationships between predictors and the soil great groups, 

particularly in the indirect approach using the decision tree.  

Both methods provided good prediction for Haplosalids, as shown by large values for 

global and actual purity (Table 4). The accurate prediction of Haplosalids is explained by good 

spatial correlation with indices such as the wetness index, NDVI and, especially, the playa 

land-form in the centre of the study area. Debella-Gilo and Etzelmuller (2009) showed that the 

high probability areas for each soil great group coincided with the theoretically known 

landscapes. Remote sensing (light reflectance) parameters were influential in predicting 

Haplosalids, Haplogypsids and Torriorthents, because of overlapping areas in the probability 

map of diagnostic horizons (Figure 4). Remote sensing separated Haplosalids from 

Haplogypsids (Figure 5), because of different altitude and as a result, different light 

reflectance. Haplosalids are mostly found in playa, which has a salty surface, and occur at the 

lowest altitudes while Haplogypsids commonly occur in gypsiferous hills at a much higher 

altitudes. The greatest purities were observed in the geomorphic surfaces with the most 

sampling units (Table 4). One of these units was the Pl111 geomorphic surface which had the 

largest number of sampling units (Table 4) and the maximum number of Haplosalids that had 

the greatest the purity amongst the soil taxa (Table 4).  

Another criterion for accuracy assessment is sensitivity or producer‟s accuracy of map. 

Sensitivity values of the soil taxa of binary and multi-nomial regression are presented in Table 

5. Soil classes with larger number of samples, followed the same trend in sensitivity and actual 

purity. Thus, Haplosalids had both high purity and sensitivity. The variability and 

heterogeneity of ancillary properties have also influenced these parameters. For instance, the 
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variability of properties such as slope, curvature, surface reflectance and altitude in the flat 

stratum of Pl111 was less than that in other strata such as Pi121, Pi122, Mo111, and Mo121.  

Table 5. Estimated sensitivity (true positives) of the binary and multinomial logistic regression for soil taxa 

 sensitivity 

Soil taxa Binary logistic Multinomial logistic 

Calcigypsids 0.31 0.45 

Haplocalcids 0.50 0.34 

Haplocambids 0.61 0.44 

Haplogypsids 0.77 0.42 

Haplosalids 0.67 0.73 

Torriorthents 0.74 1 

Torripsamments 1 1 

 

The validation results obtained from both models showed that they did not have similar 

predictive capability at a confidence level of 0.05% (Table 6). The multi-nomial direct 

approach results in a significantly better weighted purity than the binary indirect approach. 

The variances presented in Table 6 indicate that the difference is significant. The purity 

resulting from both methods differs for each soil taxon (Table 4). The difference between 

largest and smallest estimated purities, respectively attributed to Calcigypsids and Haplosalids 

is large in both models. The discrepancy between purities of two models could be explained 

by model training and also the design of the decision tree, especially for Calcigypsids where 

the purity resulting from indirect model (binary logistic) is less than that of the direct model 

(multi-nomial logistic) (Table 4). 
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Table 6. The mean and variance difference in actual purity obtained from the models 

a
:number of samples that have same classifications with both methods, and this classification is the same as the 

field classification 

 

The best prediction result was obtained when characteristics derived from terrain, 

remote sensing and geomorphologic processes were used together and when differentiation of 

geomorphologic processes and overall heterogeneity identification and stratification of the 

study area was made. In areas where the distribution of predictors was more homogenous, the 

models can better understand and connect predictors and response. In general, the direct 

method, which is a black box approach, produced a slightly better map in terms of MP (Table 

4) than the indirect method: the difference was largest for the Calcigypsids. As the calcic and 

gypsic diagnostic horizons are predicted fairly accurately (Table 4), the error may originate 

partly from the decision tree (Figure 3) which translates the occurrences of diagnostic horizons 

   
Difference between methods 

   

Stratum (h) ah n 
no difference

a
 

d=0 

difference 

d<>0  ̂̅   ̂ ( ̂̅ )   
  ̂( ̂̅ ) 

Mo111 0.034 3 2 1 0.67 0.092 0.000108 

Mo121 0.035 3 3 0 1.00 0.093 0.00012 

Hi111 0.031 7 5 2 0.71 0.011 1.03E-05 

sd111 0.008 7 7 0 1.00 0.058 4.08E-06 

Pl111 0.202 21 12 9 0.57 0.004 0.000195 

Pl121 0.025 6 5 1 0.83 0.033 2.11E-05 

Pl122 0.008 2 0 2 0 1.816 0.000126 

Pi111 0.020 2 0 2 0 1.316 0.000532 

Pi112 0.042 5 2 3 0.40 0.106 0.000188 

Pi121 0.032 5 1 4 0.21 0.081 8.37E-05 

Pi122 0.014 4 4 0 1.00 0.092 1.88E-05 

Pi211 0.017 6 3 3 0.51 0.019 6.29E-06 

Pi212 0.015 5 3 2 0.62 0.025 6.33E-06 

Pi213 0.233 23 8 15 0.34 0.013 0.000699 

Pi214 0.071 7 4 3 0.57 0.143 0.000724 

Pi215 0.021 3 2 1 0.67 0.833 0.000382 

Pi311 0.145 12 5 7 0.42 0.030 0.000638 

Pi312 0.041 5 3 2 0.60 0.150 0.000254 

 
sum 126 69 57 0.50 

 
0.004117 
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into soil great groups. Application of decision trees for prediction of soil types by mapped 

diagnostic horizons therefore, looks to be promising alternative. An advantage of the indirect 

methods is that it gives insight into the causes of errors in prediction at the level of diagnostic 

horizons, which helps in the search for better covariates. 
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Chapter 3 

Spatial prediction of soil great groups by boosted regression trees using a 

limited dataset in an arid region, southeastern Iran 

Submitted to Geoderma 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Numerical information of soils based on new processing tools and digital data is 

continuously increasing. In the context of a growing demand of high-resolution spatial soil 

information for environmental protection and management, fast and accurate prediction 

methods are needed. Recent publications indicate that digital soil mapping has been tested in a 

wide range of soils and mapping scales throughout the world (McBratney et al., 2003; 

Grunwald, 2006; Dobos et al., 2001; Hengl et al., 2007). In digital soil mapping, soil 

observations are related to readily available ancillary spatial data. The relationship is 

quantified by different prediction methods using geographic information science, statistics and 

pedological approaches. Therefore, digital soil mapping relies on advances in computing and 

information processing occurred over the last 30 years. Recent soil landscape predictive 

algorithms such as neural networks, fuzzy logic or tree model tools develop mainly from 

machine learning fields (Fayyad et al., 1996; Grinand et al., 2008).  

The Classification and Regression Tree (CART) algorithm was applied for predictive soil 

mapping using data and maps from a reference area by Lagacherie (1992). Recent statistical 

advances were implemented on decision tree models, namely stochastic gradient boosting 
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(Freidman, 1999). Boosted Regression Tree (BRT) is one of the several new techniques which 

aim to improve the performance of a single model by fitting many models and combining 

them for prediction. Boosting, or more precisely, stochastic gradient boosting, increases the 

predictive performance by reducing the over-learning, or overfitting, that commonly occurs 

with simple regression trees. Fitted BRT functions may be linear, curvilinear or non-linear, 

where the choice of error distribution includes normal, binomial and Poisson (De‟ath, 2007; 

Elith et al., 2008). However, unlike the GLM (generalized linear model), in fitting a BRT 

model, there is no concern regarding outliers, the number or order of predictors, missing 

predictor values and variable selection. Given these advantages of the BRT method, there has 

been recent interest in tree-based models for soil mapping applications (Brown et al., 2006; 

Grinand et al., 2008). Recent studies have recognized advantages of using boosted trees as 

compared with simple trees which include the improvement of accuracy (Moran and Bui, 

2002; Lawrence et al., 2004), little tuning needed and high robustness (Friedman and 

Meulman, 2003). Because it is more flexible, a boosted model tends to fit more realistic than a 

linear model and; therefore, inferences made based on the model may have more credibility.  

Bauer and Kohavi (1999) made an extensive comparison of boosting to several other 

competitors on 14 dataset and found boosting as the best algorithm. Friedman et al. (2000) 

compared several boosting variants to the CART method and found that all the boosting 

variants outperform the CART algorithm on eight datasets. This technique showed significant 

improvements in the classification accuracy compared to unboosted classification and 

regression trees. Grinand et al. (2008) evaluated the ability of boosted tree model to provide 

accurate soil landscape prediction at an unsampled area. They found that the predictive 

capacity of models was quite low when extrapolated to an independent validation area.  
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3.2. Objectives 

In this chapter, we evaluate the suitability and performance of boosted regression tree for 

soil mapping using a limited point dataset in an arid region of Iran.  

3.3. Methods 

3.3.1. Study area and soil sampling 

The study area and soil sampling were described in the chapter 2.  

3.3.2. Ancillary spatial variables 

The ancillary variables were explained in the chapter 2. 

3.3.3. Statistical models 

In order to predict the soil great groups (target variable) by logistic-BRT, the occurrence 

of relevant diagnostic horizons was first mapped. Various maps were subsequently combined 

for a pixel-wise classification by combining the presence or absence of diagnostic horizons. 

We refer to this method as an „indirect approach‟. In other method, the „direct approach‟, the 

dependent variable (the great group) is a categorical variable for which multiclass-BRT could 

be applied.  

(i) Boosted regression trees 

Boosted regression trees are a combination of two powerful statistical techniques: 

boosting and regression trees. Boosting is a machine learning technique similar to model 

averaging, where the results of several competing models are merged. Boosting uses a 

forward, stage-wise procedure, where tree models are fitted iteratively to a subset of the 

training data. Subsets of the training data used at each iteration of model fitting are randomly 

selected without replacement, where the proportion of the training data used is determined by 
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the modeler, the “bag fraction” parameter. This procedure, known as stochastic gradient 

boosting, introduces an element of stochasticity that improves model accuracy and reduces 

overfitting (Elith et al., 2008). 

Initially, 50 trees were fitted in the normal manner, using recursive binary partitioning of 

the data. Residuals from the initial fit were then fitted with another set of 50 trees. These 

residuals were then fitted with another set of trees, and so forth, whereby the process focused 

on extreme observations. Trees were fitted iteratively until a specific loss function was 

minimized, verified through n-fold cross-validation. In the case of regression trees, the loss 

function minimized was the model deviance. Final fitted values were based on the entire 

dataset and computed as the sum of all the trees multiplied by the learning rate (Elith et al., 

2008; De‟ath, 2007). 

In fitting a BRT, two parameters were specified, the learning rate and the tree 

complexity. The learning rate determines the contribution of each successive tree to the final 

model, as it proceeds through the iterations. The tree complexity shows whether the model 

would represent the main effects only (tree complexity =1), or whether interactions should 

have been included (tree complexity= 2, 3 …). Ultimately, the combination of the learning 

rate and tree complexity determines the total number of trees in the final model.  

Fitted BRT models were obtained using the BRT script provided by Elith et al. (2008), 

which references the “gbm” library (Ridgeway, 2007) in R software (R Development Core 

Team, 2005). To fit a BRT model, default parameters of the BRT script were used, where 

learning rate= 0.01 and tree complexity= 1 and cross-validation= 10-fold. However, as a rule 

of thumb, because the fit lowers the deviance, the bag fraction was changed from the default 

value of 0.75 to 0.5. Parameters for the two- or three-way interaction model were the same as 

those above, except that the tree complexity was 2 or 3. Predictors that are weakly correlated 
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with the response variable may become strong predictors when taken together in the two- or 

three-way interaction model. Therefore, to predict some of the diagnostic horizons, main-

effect BRT models were fitted, while two or three-way BRT models were used for the others. 

Before fitting BRT model for diagnostic horizons (indirect approach), we tested which 

model settings (learning rate and tree complexity) had a better performance. The setting with 

the lowest deviance was selected.  

To allow the combination of indicator maps for classification into great groups, a 

decision tree must be defined which links the occurrence of diagnostic horizons to a soil great 

group. This tree was explained in chapter 2, Figure 3.  

In multiclass-BRT as a direct approach, a general strategy is the one-versus-all technique, 

where each individual class (coded as 1), is modeled against all the remaining classes (each 

coded as zero), and k different ensembles are constructed and then the maximum probability is 

given as the class label (Friedman et al., 2000) 

3.3.4. Validation and statistical inference 

(i) Model validation 

The most extreme form of cross-validation, known as leave-one-out approach, was used. 

Each regression model was fitted by using n-1 observations and the soil great group/diagnostic 

horizon was predicted at the observation site which had not been used. The prediction with the 

unused observation was validated and this was repeated n times for the other observation sites. 

The validation indices were then estimated using the n validation results. The result of 

validation was an indicator variable taking value 1 if the predicted soil great group was equal 

to the observed soil great group and was 0 otherwise.  
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(i) Statistical inference  

The observation sites are a stratified simple random sample (De Gruijter et al., 2006; 

Kempen et al., 2009). Strata were defined by ancillary variables such as geomorphological, 

geological and topographical maps. Therefore, the resulted geomorphic surfaces were 

representative of the differences in geomorphology, geology and topography of the landforms. 

Subsequently, these resulted in 18 strata and 126 locations allocated to the strata in proportion 

to their area, with a minimum of two per stratum. Based on the sampling design and the 

defined strata, a weighted purity should be calculated. The purity was estimated following the 

method proposed by Brus et al. (2011) as follows: 

h
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h

h pwp ˆˆ
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                                                                (14) 

where hw  is the weight (relative area) of stratum h, hp̂ is the estimated areal fraction of 

stratum h correctly classified, and l is the number of strata. The stratum fractions were 

estimated by the fraction of correctly predicted locations in each stratum. 
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where hn  is the number of random sampling locations in the stratum h, and iy is the 

indicator variable at sampling location i, taking the value 1 if the predicted soil great group 

was equal to the observed soil great group and was 0 otherwise. 

The difference in purity between two methods for the whole area can be assessed using 

indicators calculated from data. The indicators were determined by comparing the field 

classification with logistic-BRT and multiclass-BRT classification and then difference 

between indicators was calculated by m

i

l

ii yyd   where l

iy  is an indicator for the correct 

prediction by the logistic-BRT method and m

iy  is a similar indicator for the multiclass-BRT 
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method. This variable d can have values -1, 0, and 1 and was used to estimate d̂ , which is the 

mean difference in purity of the logistic-BRT and multiclass-BRT methods. Using the 

calculated standard error of the estimated mean of difference d, we tested whether differences 

were significant or not. The variance of the mean value for ))
ˆ

(ˆ( stdvd was calculated according 

to De Gruijter et al. (2006); 
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where hw
 
is the relative area of stratum h, hd
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is the stratum mean of d and )
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where hn
 
is the sample size in stratum h and hid

 
is indicator variable in stratum h. )

ˆ
(ˆ hdv

can be used to construct confidence intervals and to test if d significantly differs from 0 in 

which case the logistic-BRT and multiclass-BRT classification methods perform significantly 

different. 

The performance of prediction for each soil great group was calculated as the purity for the 

soil class in the digital map. The purity for soil class   of the digital soil map was estimated 

by: 
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Where hA
 
is the area of stratum h, )(s

hy
 
is the sample mean of indicator )(

,

s

hiy
 
taking value 1 if 

the mapped and observed soil group at sampling location i equal soil group s and 0 else, and 

)(s

hx  is the sample mean of indicator 
)(

,

s

hix  taking value 1 if the mapped soil group equals soil 

group s and 0 otherwise. 

Another statistic for accuracy assessment is the sensitivity of the map. The sensitivity of 

map unit   of the digital soil map was estimated by:  
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Where hA
 
is the area of stratum h and )(s

hz
 
is the sample average of the indicator 

)(

,

s

hiz  

taking value 1 if the observed soil group equals soil group s and 0 else.  

The Kappa index is a robust index which takes into account the probability that a class is 

classified by chance (Girard and Girard, 1999). It is a simple derived statistic that measures 

the proportion of all possible cases of presence or absence that are predicted correctly by a 

model after accounting for chance predictions. A higher kappa index indicates a high model 

performance (D'heygere et al., 2006). Kappa has been used extensively in map accuracy work 

(Congalton, 1991; Freeman and Moisen, 2008). 

3.4. Results and Discussion 

3.4.1. Model-building 

(i) Logistic-BRT model as an indirect approach 

Generally, to predict each phenomenon, factors affecting its formation and evolution 

should be considered. Modeling a phenomenon solely using software and model would lead to 

weak or unexpected results. This is true for predictions of soil and its properties. Therefore, 
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pedogenic processes and environmental conditions affecting soil and its properties should be 

considered in the predictions related to soil as already mentioned by Jenny (1941).  

We describe the model-building process and fitting of logistic-BRT for diagnostic salic 

horizon with a viewpoint of pedology, because the final model should be reliable both 

statistically and pedologically. Use of knowledge of soil-landscape system should be fully 

integrated throughout the process of model-building. For the other diagnostic horizons we 

followed a similar approach.  

Salic horizon is the most frequently occurring diagnostic horizon in the study area. It has 

been formed due to (1) the accumulative, low-lying areas of playa which receive substantial 

amount of soluble salts from the surrounding areas (2) the presence of hardpans in soils and 

irrigation of agricultural lands which lead to the increase of groundwater level, and (3) the 

heavy texture of soils in playa. Therefore, we expect such factors as the form of land, 

geological materials and processes to affect the formation of salic horizons in the study area; 

and therefore, these factors were employed in modeling. For BRTs, an index of relative 

influence was calculated in summing the contribution of each variable, which is equivalent to 

summing the branch length for each variable in the regression tree (Figure 10).  

For BRT model fitted for the salic horizon, the five most influential variables were: 1) 

geomorphic surface (GS) (39.4%), 2) MrVBF (17.5%), 3) wetness index (8.06%), 4) clay 

index (7.79%), and 5) slope (5.5%). Among predictors, geomorphic surface (GS) was 

identified an important predictor for all the diagnostic horizons (Table 7). This emphasizes the 

role of geomorphology processes in soil development as reported in many soil-geomorphology 

studies (Cantón et al., 2003; Toomanian et al., 2006).  
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Figure 10. Relative influence of model terms calculated by the contribution of each term in reducing the overall 

model deviance for the salic horizon 

 
Table 7. The selected variables and Area Under Curve (AUC) for fitted BRT model of each diagnostic horizon 

and soils without diagnostic horizons (indirect approach) 

For abbreviations, refer to Table 1. 

 

For the BRT model of the salic horizon, in addition to geomorphic surface, MrVBF and 

WI were the most influential predictors (Figure 10). Multi-resolution Valley Bottom Flatness 

index (MrVBF) is intended to identify flat valley bottoms and WI indicates the degree of 

wetness (Wang and Laffan, 2009). These parameters present zones of transport for a wide 

range of materials, particularly fluxes of sediment and other entrained materials (Whiteway et 

Diagnostic horizon/ 

Great group 
BRT model Variables AUC 

Salic 3-way  GS+ MrVBF+ WI+ CI+ Sl+ TWI+ PlCur 0.95 

Gypsic 2-way GS+ WI+ CI+ NDVI+ TWI+ PrCur 0.87 

Calcic  2-way GS+ WI+ CI+ PrCur 0.91 

Cambic  3-way GS+ TWI+ Sl+ El+ PlCur 0.81 

Psamments 1-way GS+ MCur 1 

Orthents  2-way GS+ Sl+ MCur+ PlCur+ El 0.96 
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al., 2004). Therefore, MrVBF and WI indirectly act as driving forces for the formation of salic 

horizon, as high values of MrVBF and WI correspond to high probabilities of the occurrence 

of salic horizon (Figure 11). For many types of statistical model, partial dependency plots 

(Friedman, 2001) can be used to visualize dependencies between the response and one or more 

predictors.  

 

Figure 11. Predicted probabilities (BRT) for the occurrence of the salic horizon as a function of MrVBF 

and WI 

Figure 10 shows that the clay index and slope are effective predictors and have 

important role in the formation of salic horizons. The formation of playa, alluvial fan, and 

other landforms has greatly controlled the parent materials and matter fluxes. Given the arid 

climate, soils are expected to show a close relation with geomorphology, both via the 

landscape units (GS) and topographic factors derived from the DEM. In this strategy, the 

model identifies the driving factors and processes controlling pedogenesis and soil spatial 

distribution. It was also proved that the model retrieved relevant and accurate soil-landscape 

relationships.  

In fitting BRT model, the most effective predictors were selected based on the decrease 

of deviance, the correlation between response and independent variable and the area under roc 
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curve. Some variables did not contribute to the fitted model for salic horizon, as deviance did 

not change significantly with their deletion (Figure 12).  

 

 

Figure 12. Change in predictive deviance with removal of parameters for the salic horizon 

 

Furthermore, the area under ROC curve (AUC) increased with the relevant predictors 

(Figure 13). The AUC (0.89) for BRT model of salic horizon with the relevant variables is 

greater than when less relevant variables such as curvature (0.74) are used.  AUC values and 

selected variables for fitted BRT model of diagnostic horizons are presented in Table 7. 

Finally, after selecting predictors for the BRT model of salic horizon, the model was 

fitted with a learning rate=0.001, interaction depth=3, bag fraction=0.5 and the optimal 

number of trees = 2300 (Figure 14). Similarly, BRT model was fitted for the other diagnostic 

horizons.  
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Figure 13. Area under ROC (AUC) for prediction of salic horizon by logistic-BRT (right-hand curve for model 

with variables shown in Table 3 and left-hand curve for model with variables shown in Table 3 plus mean 

curvature 

 

 

Figure 14. Optimization plot for the Boosted Regression Tree (BRT) model for the salic horizon. The solid black 

curve is the mean changes in predictive deviance and the dotted curves indicate 1 standard error zones. The red 

horizontal line shows the minimum of the mean, and the green vertical line the number of trees at which it occurs. 
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Partial purity for diagnostic horizons is shown in Table 8. It is the proportion of horizons 

correctly classified. Since soil great groups were predicted by combining diagnostic horizons 

in the indirect approach, purity obtained from the prediction of diagnostic horizons was called 

partial purity. High partial purity resulted from the prediction showed good spatial distribution 

for diagnostic horizons. For the salic horizon, a partial purity of 0.8 was obtained which shows 

high correlation between spatial distribution of salic horizon and the covariates.  

 

Table 8. Prediction quality of boosted regression trees for diagnostic horizons and soils without diagnostic 

horizons (indirect method) 

 

The results obtained for the partial purity of Orthents is not justified because the low 

occurrence of Orthents in the dataset may cause chance effects. Considering the low presence 

of Orthents in the dataset, it is likely that the model has not been properly trained and 

therefore, poorer predictions were obtained. 

The indicator maps of the occurrence of diagnostic horizons are presented in Figure 15. 

The probability that a given diagnostic horizon occurs at a given pixel is represented by values 

between 0 and 1, where 0 is absolutely no chance and 1 (white areas) indicates the presence of 

a diagnostic horizon or soil group. The method predicted high probability of salic horizon in 

playa landform, gypsic horizon in gypsiferous hills, calcic horizon in alluvial fans, Psamments 

in sand dunes and Orthents in mountains (Figure 15). Finally, the diagnostic horizons were 

combined to classify into the soil great group (Figure 16). We expect that the prediction of 

diagnostic horizons with high purity would lead to good predictions of soil great groups. 

 Salic H. Gypsic H. Calcic H. Cambic H. Orthents Psamments 

Proportion of profiles 

correctly predicted 
30/38 55/58 27/37 37/47 9/9 7/7 

Partial purity 0.79 0.95 0.73 0.79 1 1 
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Figure 15. The mapped probability of occurrence of diagnostic horizons derived from boosted regression trees 

(indirect approach) 
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(ii) Multiclass-BRT model as a direct approach 

The multiclass-BRT model directly predicts each soil great group from the predictors. 

The best model for prediction was selected similar to logistic-BRT on the basis of the highest 

AUC and lowest deviance. The number of predictors was different among the seven BRT 

models of soil great groups. The number of predictors showed a clear relationship with the 

number of observations of soil great groups (Table 9).  

 

 

Figure 16. Spatial distribution of the soil great groups derived from logistic-BRT (right), and multiclass-BRT 

(left) 

Only two predictors were imported for fitting the BRT model for Torriorthents and 

Torripsamments with 6 and 7 observations, respectively whereas there were eight predictors in 

model for Haplosalids with 35 observations. The same result was also found for diagnostic 

horizons in the indirect approach. More predictors contributed to the fitting of logistic-BRT 

model of gypsic horizon (67 observations) in comparison with that of the calcic horizon (44 

observations).  
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Table 8. Selected variables and Area Under Curve (AUC) for fitted BRT model of each soil great group (direct 

approach) 

For abbreviations, refer to Table 1. 

 

Also, the presence of predictors depends on the spatial distribution of observations and 

that, in turn, depends on the presence of soil great groups or diagnostic horizons in the space. 

For example, in the study area, the soil great group Torriorthent is limited to high slope and 

elevated areas and Torripsamment to sand dunes, whereas Haplosalid is distributed in the 

landforms with different geomorphic processes and terrain parameters such as playa, alluvial 

fan and bajada. Therefore, under such conditions, the model has to cover different spatial 

distributions with different predictors and consequently, soil patterns hardly distinguishable. 

Grinand et al. (2008) found a strong relationship between pixels having high uncertainty with 

mixed soil distribution. 

The geomorphology map was identified as the most important predictor for all the soil 

great groups. This re-emphasizes the effective role of geomorphological processes on the soil 

development. Each geomorphic surface encompasses unique characteristics and distribution of 

special predictors which results in better representation of the soil-landscape relationships. 

Therefore, on the basis of the results obtained from modeling, the undeniable role of 

geomorphology processes is confirmed in this study area. Due to the high frequency of 

Haplosalids occurrence in playa and also the presence of vegetation in this landform, remote 

Great group BRT model Variables AUC 

Haplosalids 3-way  GS+ MrVBF+ WI+ NDVI+ PVI+ TWI+ PlCur 0.85 

Haplogypsids 2-way GS+ WI+ El+ PlCur + TWI+ PrCur 0.88 

Haplocalcids 2-way GS+ WI+ PVI+ PrCur 0.78 

Haplocambids 3-way GS+ TWI+ Sl+ El+ PlCur 0.79 

Torripsamments 1-way GS+ MCur 1 

Torriorthents 2-way GS+ Sl+ El 1 
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sensing indices such as PVI and NDVI can be imported for fitting Haplosalids which can be 

observed in the fitted BRT model (Table 8). For the other soil great groups, terrain attributes 

were mainly selected. Dobos et al. (2001) selected DEM and it derivatives for soil 

classification, highlighting their importance for soil-landscape characterization.  

The soil great group maps derived from the direct approach are presented in Figure 16. 

As expected, the method well predicted the great group Torripsamment in sand dunes, 

Haplogypsid in gypsiferous hills, and Haplocalcid in alluvial fans.  

3.3.2. Spatial prediction and prediction accuracy 

The overall purity of the soil map derived from indirect and direct approaches is 49% 

and 58%, respectively (Table 9). In general, the purity is 10% lower in the indirect approach, 

possibly because of the decision tree. Some the diagnostic horizons were incorrectly translated 

to the soil great groups under the decision tree. Therefore, the increase in map purity of the 

direct approach compared to that of the indirect approach is largely attributed to the nature and 

performance of the approach.  

At the level of geomorphic surface, purity distribution is better represented (Table 9). 

Among strata, stratum Mo111, Mo112, and Sd111 showed high purity. This is likely due to 

the presence of a single soil type in these strata. The relationship between predictors and soil 

great groups can be easily detected in more homogenous areas in comparison with less 

homogenous locations. Different geomorphological and pedological processes have led to 

heterogeneity in the area and created different soil classes. More homogeneous strata with low 

number of sample have high purity (e.g. Mo111, Mo112, Sd111), while strata with larger 

sample size have low purity (e.g. Pl111). In stratum Pl111, there are also different soil great 

groups such as Haplosalid, Haplogypsid and Haplocambid, while there may be the same 
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ancillary parameters. This is a problem in arid zones, at least at this scale, where there are 

large areas with low variable topographic and reflectance properties which could be used as 

ancillary data. Therefore, the relationship between different soil great groups and predictors 

could be confusing for the model.  

 
Table 9. The estimated purity in each stratum and soil map purity derived from indirect and direct approaches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9 also shows that sampling intensity did not influence the classification accuracy. 

For example, Pl111 and Pi213 with greatest sampling points did not show high purity. Moran 

and Bui (2002) and Grinand et al. (2008) found the same results.  

The results of the statistical assessment of the final BRT models (direct and indirect) for 

soil great groups are presented in Table 10. The overall purity of direct approach shows that 

  
Logistic-BRT (indirect) Multiclass-BRT (direct) 

 
n purity purity 

Map 

purity  
0.49 0.58 

stratum 
   

Mo111 3 1 1 

Mo121 3 1 1 

Hi111 7 0.57 0.57 

Sd111 7 1 1 

Pl111 21 0.43 0.62 

Pl121 6 0.83 0.83 

Pl122 2 1 1 

Pi111 2 0 0 

Pi112 5 0.51 0.67 

Pi121 5 0.4 0.4 

Pi122 4 1 1 

Pi211 6 0.67 0.83 

Pi212 5 0.8 0.4 

Pi213 23 0.39 0.57 

Pi214 7 0.57 0.56 

Pi215 3 1 1 

Pi311 12 0.2 0.4 

Pi312 5 0.6 0.6 
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the model predicts the soil great groups better than the indirect approach, possibly due to the 

decision tree which translates the occurrence of diagnostic horizons into soil great groups in 

the indirect approach. In the direct approach, soil great groups are directly predicted. 

The lowest purity was observed for Calcigypsids in both approaches (Table 10). It seems 

that the sample size influenced the prediction accuracy about Calcigypsids. Sample size is of 

major importance in the accuracy of assessment process (Foody, 2002). The small number of 

sample locations results in the weak association of predictors with the soil great groups. In the 

indirect approach, to predict Calcigypsids under the decision tree, the high probability of 

calcic and gypsic horizons should be combined. However, this probability rarely occurs due to 

the low sample size and the generalization process. When the model uses lower sample size, 

generalization error increases, particularly in the boundaries of soil great groups. 

  
Table 10. The kappa index, estimated purity and sensitivity of soil great groups predicted from direct and indirect 

approaches 

 

For Torripsamment, because of the direct relationship between this soil great group and 

explanatory data, even with a low sample size, the models showed a high purity (Table 10). 

The purity of BRT for Torriorthents was high. This is due to accordance of spatial distribution 

 

 Logistic-BRT (indirect) Multiclass-BRT (direct) 

Soil stratum %n Sensitivity Kappa purity Sensitivity Kappa purity 

Torriorthents 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Torripsamments 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Haplosalids 30 0.59 0.54 0.62 0.70 0.69 0.72 

Haplogypsids 22 0.55 0.43 0.41 0.55 0.59 0.50 

Haplocalcids 18 0.24 0.35 0.50 0.37 0.49 0.67 

Haplocambids 17 0.47 0.22 0.34 0.69 0.4 0.44 

Calcigypsids 5 0.11 0.24 0.30 0.16 0.12 0.30 
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of very contrasting predictors and Torriorthents. The spatial distribution of Torriorthents is 

largely limited to mountains and areas that encompass very contrasting ancillary properties. 

The purity of the soil great group Haplosalid shows that the model correctly predicts at 

62% (logistic-BRT) and 72% (multiclass-BRT) of locations which is more than other soil 

great groups. High purity of Haplosalids can be related to high purity of the salic horizons. 

Playa landform is an area with high presence probability of salic horizon and; therefore, the 

high probability of Haplosalids. Both gypsic and salic horizons were found at the edges of 

playa (Figure 8). This is a transition zone where the relationship between soil great groups and 

predictors are weak. Subsequently, the presence probability of salic horizon decreases and 

prediction purity of Haplosalids will be lower in such areas. At these locations, the model 

easily confuses among soil great groups. Kempen et al. (2009) also concluded that prediction 

uncertainty is larger in topographic transition zones than areas with stronger relationships 

between soil groups and predictors and the models confuse at these locations. 

Generally, the BRT models predicted the spatial prediction of soil great groups fairly 

well. The variation in purity of soil great groups can be mainly related to the spatial 

distribution of samples over the strata that can present actual properties of the stratum.  

Therefore, it seems that BRT model is not sensitive to the sample size, while the 

relationship target variable and explanatory variables influence its performance. Therefore, it 

is very important to identify explanatory variables, having a causal relation with the target 

variable. With use of suitable explanatory variables, models can accurately identify these 

relationships and therefore, chance proportion in prediction automatically decreases. 

Therefore, boosted regression trees can produce reliable results in soil modeling of large 

datasets.  
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Assessment of soil maps accuracy is imperative for any soil mapping study including 

traditional and digital. A statistic parameter for accuracy assessment that provides valuable 

information is the sensitivity or producer‟s accuracy of the map. This statistic is often used in 

image classification studies (Foody, 2002) but is hardly reported for digital soil maps. 

Sensitivity values of the soil great groups are presented in Table 10. An example of the 

sensitivity statistic is given for Haplosalid. This map unit has a high purity (72%), which tells 

the user that soil great group Haplosalid is found at 72% of the area. However, the sensitivity 

of Haplosalid is 70%, meaning that only 70% of the true area of soil great group Haplosalid is 

mapped as Haplosalid. The sensitivity of Haplosalid is higher in the direct approach (70%) 

compared to the indirect approach (59%). It seems that results of the direct approach are more 

consistent with reality and user can have more confidence for the produced map. Therefore, 

sensitivity parameter can appears to better present the reliability of produced map for users. 

Sensitivity and purity of soil map were lowest for Calcigypsid in this study. 

Kappa index ranges from 0.12 to 0.72 in direct approach and 0.11 to 0.59 in indirect 

approach (Table 10). Values of purity and kappa index suggest that the predictive ability of the 

direct model is greater and more satisfactory for most of soil groups. High discrepancies 

between accuracy and kappa index suggest larger influence of chance factor (Grinand et al., 

2008). Therefore, chance effect is greater in classifying Haplocalcids and Haplocambids in 

indirect model and Haplocalcids and Calcigypsids in direct model.  

In the study of Luoto and Hjort (2005), kappa index was one of the criteria for 

evaluating the predictive performance in geomorphological modelling. They reported value of 

kappa index 0.49-0.56 and implied the model‟s reliable predictions. Therefore, the predictions 

derived from the direct model have more reliable than the indirect model (Table 10). Overall, 

a better performance was detected for the direct models. Giassen et al. (2006) implied the 
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unsatisfactory results with values 45% and 31% overall occuracy and kappa indices, 

respectively.  

In geomorphic-stratum, the higher putrity of Pl122 than Pi111 might be attributed to the 

chance, because there were only two sampling sites in this stratum.  

The results obtained indicate that there is not any significant difference between the two 

approaches. However, high values of the estimated purity and sensitivity were not identified 

for the same soil great groups and the same strata in both approaches. Some errors are likely 

associated with the decision tree in the indirect approach. We did not only apply the regression 

models for the evaluation capability of the models in prediction, but it would be worthwhile in 

easy and quick making a view from the regional soils in arid areas that there is not any data 

and map and therefore, soil survey is difficul such as the study area.  
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Chapter 4 

Selection of taxonomic level for soil mapping using diversity and map purity 

indices, a case study from an Iranian arid region 

Ready for submitted to Geomorphology 

 

4.1. Introduction 

From traditional to digital soil mapping, visualized product has almost always been a 

map displaying the spatial distribution of soil classes. In traditional soil mapping, spatial 

distribution of soils is described based on field observations and the use of landscape features, 

which are related to soil patterns. The digital soil mapping is a quantitative approach to 

produce digital maps of soil type and properties. It is based on the use of mathematical and 

statistical models that combine information from soil observations with information contained 

in correlated environmental variables and remote sensing images (Schull et al., 2005). The 

assumptions underlying the rules of development are as follow: (1) Soil distribution reflects 

the long-term interactions between terrain variables, geology, and vegetation in landscape. (2) 

A digital elevation model (DEM) and derived terrain attributes can represent factors of soil 

formation. (3) The existing soil maps have captured soil–landscape interactions in the area 

mapped.  

Prediction of soil classes can be made at all the soil taxonomy levels including order, 

suborder, great group, subgroup, soil family, and soil series. Digital soil maps, similar to 

conventional soil maps, are not perfect and contain errors (Brus et al., 2011). Prediction of soil 
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classes is thus associated with uncertainty and impurity results in maps at each category level. 

Lower categoric levels are defined by a greater number of diagnostic criteria than higher 

categoric levels. An apparently pure mapping unit in a high category classification may still 

contain a high impurity when evaluated at a lower category of classification. Olaniyan and 

Ogunkunle (2007) investigated the purity of mapping units at the subgroup level. They 

showed the high purity values resulted from the very broad definitions of the mapping units. 

Kempen et al. (2009) reported that prediction uncertainty is smaller in areas with stronger 

relationships and correlations. An accurate prediction of lower category levels needs more 

detailed environmental variables or very contrasting variables that act at finer scale such as 

endogenic processes. Therefore, the purity of predicted soil map is expected to change at 

different levels of soil taxonomy. High impurity in the soil map seems to be related to high 

soil diversity in the region. Ibañez et al. (1998) reported that soil mapping in the 

Mediterranean region was particularly prone to uncertainty, because of high soil diversity. 

Kempen et al. (2009) used Shannon entropy to quantify the uncertainty of an updated soil 

map. They reported that very heterogeneous areas showed high entropy and low purity and 

their prediction was associated with high uncertainty.  

The application of the diversity concept to soil taxonomic units is a different approach to 

soil quantitative characterization (Ibanez et al., 1995; Phillips, 2001, 2002; Saldana and 

Ibanez, 2004; Martin et al., 2005; Phillips and Marion, 2005). Pedodiversity, as well as 

biodiversity, may be considered as a framework to analyze spatial patterns. It was recognized 

as a novel pedometric tool by McBratney et al. (2000). Soil diversity is determined by 

diversity indices such as richness, Shannon entropy and evenness (Ibanez et al., 1994; Phillips, 

2001; Gue et al., 2003). Gue et al. (2003) studied pedodiversity by calculating Shannon's 

entropy for various taxonomic levels including soil order, suborder, great group, subgroup, 
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family, and series. They showed that richness and Shannon's entropy increased with increasing 

taxonomic detail. Toomanian et al. (2006) studied soils on different landscapes in central Iran 

and reported a similar behavior of diversity in soil taxonomy and soil geomorphologic 

categories. 

We have to change understanding the scale from performance of various processes at 

different category levels. Specific soil processes are determined by soil forming factors and 

are expressed in diagnostic horizons, properties, and materials, which are then used to classify 

the soils. Generally, the soil forming factors define the state of soil system and the soil 

forming processes characterize specific pathway of soil development. This implies that a soil 

type or a particular soil property is the outcome of a nonlinear dynamic system (Ibanez et al., 

1990, Toomanian et al., 2006, Caniego et al., 2007) under unstable and chaotic conditions. 

Therefore, small local chaotic and short-lived perturbations may lead to more diversity in a 

finer scale or at a lower category level. 

The variation of soil properties mainly depends on genesis processes (Liu et al., 2006). 

The genesis processes are used to determine soil classification. Thus, soil types indicate the 

variations in soil genesis processes. Soil genesis and properties are a function of the climatic, 

biotic, geomorphological, lithological, aquatic and anthropogenic conditions being affected at 

any given time in a given space. This is manifested in the spatial heterogeneity and diversity 

of soils (Degórski, 2003). Soil maps represent a visual synthesis of soil heterogeneity and 

diversity and should be a good object for diversity and pattern analysis. The quality of soil 

map is a function of the taxonomic system used, the level in the taxonomic system and the 

scale of study.  

The representation capability of soil diversity by soil map depends on the scale of the 

soil map. Large-scale soil maps may include more detailed soil classes and represent higher 
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soil diversity and heterogeneity compared to small-scale soil maps. In other words, the results 

obtained on small-scale soil maps can be considered only as rough estimates. In such 

conditions, soil map may not meet user‟s expectations. Also, production of large-scale soil 

maps needs more time and budget compared to small-scale soil maps. Soil spatial patterns 

have an important effect on landscape management, allocation of resources for different land 

uses and intensive applications in agricultural and hydrological management. This is very 

important in arid regions, where soil mapping is a hard work to perform.  

4.2. Objectives 

The objective of this study was to make reliable soil maps by using digital soil mapping 

which represent as much (taxonomic) diversity as possible. To achieve this goal, diversity 

indices and map quality indicators are used in combination with final optimal taxonomic level 

for a certain area with a certain sampling effort.  

4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Description of the study area and soil sampling 

The study area and soil sampling were described in the chapter 2.  

4.3.2. Data configuration 

(iii) Geomorphic hierarchy 

The geomorphology map and geomorphic hierarchy were explained in the chapter 2. 

(iv) Ancillary spatial variables 

The ancillary variables were explained in the chapter 2. 

4.3.3. Mapping methodology 
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Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are nonlinear mapping structures based on the 

function of the human brain. They have been shown to be universal and highly flexible 

function approximates for any data (Luoto and Hjort, 2005). Neural networks have received 

considerable attention as a mean to build accurate models for prediction when the functional 

form of the underlying equations is unknown (Venables and Ripley, 2002).  

Lek and Guegan (1999) proposed that ANN models are more powerful than multiple 

regression models when modeling nonlinear relationships. The full classification procedure in 

ANN is a complex nonparametric process that is sometimes seen as a black box, even by 

computer scientists (Venables and Ripley, 2002). 

The application of an ANN consists of two stages. During the first stage, the network is 

trained, which means that it learns the conditions on which a certain feature (e.g., a soil unit) 

occurs. This stage comprises of the training data set, which is soil sample data and the input 

unit (cell or neuron), which is the soil predictors (i.e., a terrain attribute and/or a geomorphic 

or geological unit). The output unit represents the target variable as the desired output, i.e., the 

mapped soil unit (Figure 17). The connections between neurons are described by the weights 

wi (wi1…, win). The adjustment of these weights is based on the learning process. As each 

attribute combination (in terms of pixels of a grid map) is put into the network in succession, 

the weights are adjusted iteratively if the predicted output does not match the output of a 

training data set. During the second stage, the learned knowledge in terms of the calibrated 

weights can be applied to prediction areas, for which the same input parameters (i.e., terrain 

attributes, remote sensing indices, geomorphological and geological units) are available, but 

no soil map has been surveyed. The network then predicts the soil units based on the learned 

weights (Moonjun, 2007).  
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Figure 17. Exemplified topology of a feed-forward multilayer artificial network 

The general workflow applied in this study to predict soil classes based on ANN is 

shown in Figure 18. ANNs are nonlinear models; therefore they can be applied in nonlinear 

and complex systems such as soils. Behrens et al., (2005) used feed-forward ANN to spatially 

predict soil units. They showed the suitability of ANN to identify characteristic structures in 

the distribution of soil units and high prediction power of ANN. Fidêncio et al. (2001) applied 

two types of neural networks (radial basis function networks and self-organizing maps) to 

classify soil samples from different geographical regions in Sao Paulo, Brazil by means of 

their near-infrared (diffuse reflectance) spectra. Zhu (2000) applied and developed an ANN 

approach to predict the probability of soil classes from soil environment factors.  

ANN can be run in R using the package “neuralnet” (Fritsch and Guenther, 2010). 

“Neuralnet” package contains a very flexible function to train feed-forward neural networks. 

“Neuralnet” was built to train neural networks in the context of regression analysis and 

focuses on multiple layer perceptrons, which are well applicable when modeling functional 

relationships. An arbitrary number of covariates and response variables as well as of hidden 

layers can theoretically be included. The feed-forward back propagation algorithm used in this 

Wi1 

Wi2 
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study has multi-layer as input layer, hidden layer and output layer. A detailed description on 

the subject can be found in Gunther and Fritsch (2010). 

                                                                     

                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Workflow, applied to learn and predict soil units using artificial neural network 

In this study, the response variable was a categoric variable. Therefore, a general 

strategy of one-versus-all technique was used, where each individual class (coded as 1) is 

modeled against all the remaining classes (each coded as zero), and k different ensembles are 

Training data set (125) 

Soil observations, 

terrain attributes, 

remote sensing indices, 

geomorphological and 

geological units 

Prediction area 

Validation data set (1) 

ANN topology 
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Validation 
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constructed and then the class with maximum probability is given as the class label (Friedman 

et al., 2000). The prediction was done for taxonomy categories of order, suborder, great group, 

and subgroup.  

4.3.4. Model validation 

When no budget or time is available for additional probability sampling, the best option 

for cross validation is leave-one-out cross validation (Brus et al., 2011), which is the most 

common form of n-fold cross-validation (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). In such a validation, the 

data set is split n times into a set of n – 1 locations for calibration and one for validation 

(Figure 18). For each sampling location, the model is refitted leaving that location out of the 

calibration dataset. The target variable is then predicted for that location. This is done for all 

the sampling locations and error function or other parameters are computed.  

4.3.5. Map purity index 

In stratified simple random sampling, the area is sub-divided into sub-areas referred to 

as strata, and from each stratum a simple sample is selected. In this study, the area was divided 

into sub-areas based on geomorphic surfaces and there are; therefore, 18 strata. The map 

purity was estimated as the weighted average of the overall accuracies per stratum  ̂ , as also 

recommended by Brus et al., (2011) for stratified simple random sampling. 

 ̂   ∑    ̂ 
 
     ∑   

 
   

∑     
 
   

  
                           (20) 

where    is the relative area of stratum  ,      is the number of sampling locations in stratum 

  correctly mapped as  , and    is the total number of sampling locations in stratum  .  

4.3.6. Soil diversity indices 
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In this study, the taxonomic diversity at the order, suborder, great group and subgroup is 

discussed. The diversity indices were calculated for both local and global approaches.  

In local approach, pedodiversity indices including Shannon entropy, richness and evenness for 

each geomorphic category were calculated by summation of indices of all patterns 

incorporated in each category. To calculate the diversity indices in each geomorphic surface, 

the number of profiles belonging to a given geomorphic surface (ni) and the total number of 

profiles in the study area (N) were taken into account.  

(i) Richness index 

The number of different objects or entities such as soil great groups in a certain 

ecosystem or predefined territory (e.g. geomorphic categories) was considered as the richness 

of species.  

(ii) Proportional indices 

The diversity indices are measured by relative abundance of soil categories to total 

sampled points in geomorphic units (Ibanez et al., 1995; Phillips, 2001). The proportional 

abundance of objects is the most frequently used method to estimate the diversity. Evenness 

refers to the relative abundance of each object in a defined area. Logically, when the evenness 

of objects is equally probable, the diversity is highest when the richness of comparing units is 

the same (Ibanez et al., 1995). The most frequently used proportional abundance index is the 

Shannon index (H′) (Longuet-Higgins, 1971), which is mathematically defined as follows:  

    ∑        
 
                                                            (21) 

where    is the entropy or diversity of the population, and    is the proportion of individuals 

found in ith unit. In calculations, the ni/N was used instead of   , where ni is the number of 

individuals of the objects belonging to ith unit, and N is the total number of individuals 
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collected.      (the richness when all objects in reference area are equally probable) is used 

to measure the evenness (E). If the following condition is fulfilled: 

 ′                                                                     (22) 

Then, the evenness is: 

        ⁄                                                          (23) 

Where   is the richness, the number of individuals in each category or map units.  

The global approach is based on the moving window technique for the entire digital soil 

map. For each pixel, the surrounding area (window) is analyzed in terms of spatial structure 

and the diversity indices are calculated.  

4.4. Results and discussion 

4.4.1. Digital soil mapping using ANN 

Using the feed forward back-propagation algorithm, a number of three layer ANNs as 

input layer, hidden layer and output layer were trained for the soil map prediction in each 

category level. In the input layer the number of input nodes was fixed as the number of 

predictors, which are soil forming factors. The number of hidden layers was adjusted for each 

soil class. Faussett (1994) found that a topology with one hidden layer is theoretically 

sufficient to extract the relevant knowledge from a learning data set. Also, Behrens et al. 

(2005) used one hidden layer in network topology in their study. The other network 

parameters including the optimum iteration learning rates, the number of hidden-layer nodes 

and transfer functions were adjusted after stage of learned to train the network and selected the 

parameters which gave the best fit while the training error < 0.01. The selection of input 

parameters was determined in respect to the network performance. In “neuralnet”, this is 

done by the criteria such as training error, AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) and BIC 
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(Bayesian Information Criterion). According to smallest amounts of these parameters, the 

most influential predictors were selected (Table 11).  

Table 11. The selected variables for fitted ANN model of soil class based on soil taxonomy 

For abbreviations, refer to Table 3, Significance code: „***P< 0.001, **P< 0.01, „*P< 0.05 

In most predictions, geomorphic surfaces were the most effective predictors and also, a 

combined use of terrain attributes and geomorphic surfaces as predictors resulted in the best 

results. As expected, the number of predictors increased from order to subgroup level (Table 

11). Pattern recognition is easier when the model trains for two soil types (at the order level) 

compared to when the model trains for more different soil types toward soil subgroup (12 

subsets at the subgroup level). Therefore, there are not the same soil types for pattern 

recognition at lower category levels (i.e., Typic Calcigypsid). In such conditions, the 

relationship of the soil classes and soil covariates could not be learned satisfactorily by the 

ANN.  

It seems that the sample size can affect the prediction performance. In other words, 

classification criteria between soil classes are very contrasting in higher category levels and 

also they occur in the larger understanding scale. Therefore, these criteria could be learned 

precisely based on the covariates such as geomorphology map, relief, and remote sensing 

indices. Toward lower category levels, differentiation between classification criteria becomes 

more difficult and, also, classification criteria occur in finer scale. Therefore, some 

classification criteria for some soil classes might not be learned precisely based on the 

covariates such as relief, geology, geomorphology, and remote sensing indices used for 

Soil category level Covariates  

Order GS*** + El*** 

Suborder GS** + MrVBF** + WI  

Great group GS** + PVI +MrVBF* + WI** + El + TWI 

Subgroup GS* + PVI + MrVBF* + WI* + PlCur + Sl + TWI + NDVI 
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prediction. Descending the taxonomic system introduces more properties that might be related 

to local conditions and natural selection (Toomanian et al., 2007) at lower category levels and 

can lead to the complexity of system. Therefore, it might not be recognized by the applied 

covariates.  

Validation is based on a single observation from the original sample. Therefore, the 

learning ability and the prediction ability of the ANN were tested as map purity.  

(i) Soil map purity  

Table 5 presents the estimated purity of the soil map and also of each stratum based on 

soil taxonomic hierarchy. Generally, as the category changes from order to subgroup, the 

purity decreases. This can be related to several reasons which are discussed below:  

1) Weak or even no relationship exists between soil classes and environmental factors. 

Different numbers and types of criteria are necessary for soil classification at the subgroup 

category. The number and type of soil classification criteria at the order category is less than 

those at suborder, great group, subgroup, and so on. Considering the fact that a soil order 

consists of many suborders, a suborder consists of many great groups, a great group consists 

of many subgroups and a subgroup consists of many soil families, this implies that there are 

many criteria in the classification of soil units. Descending the taxonomic system introduces 

more properties and criteria. Therefore, some properties might not be included in the applied 

covariates and disconnection occurs between soil classes and covariates at lower category. 

Soil categorical maps were correlated with environmental attributes for each soil taxonomic 

hierarchical level. Significant relationship between soil categories and environmental 

attributes particularly geomorphic surfaces, mrvbf, incoming solar radiation and digital 

elevation model was observed (Table 11). The results showed that the correlation coefficient 
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for digital elevation model, mrvbf and geomorphic surfaces decreases from order to subgroup 

taxonomy category.  

Generally, soil orders change in large spatial scale according to soil forming factors and 

processes. Digital soil mapping techniques learn and apply the relationships between soil 

classes and soil forming factors (or soil covariates). Therefore, the prediction of soil orders is 

easier than other levels. In the study area, two orders were mapped including Entisol and 

Aridisol. Entisol was found in Mo111, Mo121, and Sd111 geomorphic surfaces in mountains 

and sand dunes landscapes (Table 1), while Aridisol occurs in other geomorphic surfaces. The 

differences between the two orders are mainly related to their topography and age which have 

been indirectly differentiated in prediction by geomorphology map and elevation. Therefore, 

the effect of differences in topography and age could lead to the soil map with a high purity at 

the order level. Generally, map units with more than one soil type are considered less refined 

than those identified by a single type of soil (Ibanez et al., 1995). Therefore, the map purity is 

similar for Mo111, Mo121 and Sd111 geomorphic surfaces at order to subgroup levels (Table 

12). 

The number and diversity of factors and processes affecting soil formation increase 

toward the lower categories and soil class variability is not well correlated with variations in 

soil forming factors and processes at lower category levels. Hugget (1998), Phillips et al. 

(1999), Phillips (2001, 2005), Saldana and Ibanez (2004), and Phillips and Marion (2005) 

suggest that minor variations in initial sedimentation conditions, small perturbations, 

weathering, additions, losses, transfers, and transformations could grow unstably over time 

and bring about an unstable and chaotic condition for soil genesis. In such conditions, 

pedologic evolution increases independent of variation in other environmental factors. Digital 
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soil mapping relies on the relationships between soil observations and environmental factors. 

Therefore, weak predictions are made when weak relationships exist. 

Table 12. The estimated purity of soils in each stratum based on soil taxonomy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Contrasting soil units: The number of different soil units in each geomorphic surface 

increases from order to lower categories. Table 13 shows that there are 4 suborders, 5 great 

groups, and 9 subgroups for Aridisol in the study area. Different soils were mapped at order to 

subgroup levels, but the number of contrasting soil types decreases and inherent similar soil 

types increase at order to subgroup levels. For example, Entisols and Aridisols are very highly 

different soil types, while Gypsic Haplosalid and Calcic Haplosalid are not as much different. 

Soils have different minor properties toward lower categories that were created due to 

detailed processes. Consequently, the ability of model to distinguish between soil units and 

  

Purity of predicted soil map  

Stratum n Order Suborder Great group Subgroup 

Soil map 

 

0.99 0.71 0.58 0.34 

      Mo111 3 1 1 1 1 

Mo121 3 1 1 1 1 

Hi111 7 1 0.86 0.53 0.23 

Sd111 7 1 1 1 1 

Pl111 21 1 0.76 0.55 0.24 

Pl121 6 1 0.83 0.83 0.83 

Pl122 2 1 1 1 1 

Pi111 2 1 0 0 0 

Pi112 5 1 0.6 0.4 0.2 

Pi121 5 1 0.4 0.2 0.2 

Pi122 4 1 1 1 0.5 

Pi211 6 1 0.67 0.5 0.17 

Pi212 5 1 0.6 0.4 0.2 

Pi311 23 0.95 0.57 0.43 0.13 

Pi312 7 1 0.71 0.57 0.14 

Pi313 3 1 1 1 1 

Pi411 12 1 0.6 0.42 0.17 

Pi412 5 1 0.8 0.6 0.2 
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thus, soil map purity decreases due to low contrasting soil units from order to subgroup 

category (Table 12). Olaniyan and Ogunkunle (2007) investigated the purity of the soil map of 

Nigeria produced by the Federal Department of Agricultural Land Resources. They reported 

that soil mapping units with high purity included very contrasting soil types.  

Table 13. The percent of soil classes in each category level 

 

On the other hand, the ability of model to predict contrasting soil units depends on the 

sample size. The results show that the model has weak performance in the stratum with the 

lower number of soil types. For example, the map purity is very low in the stratum Pi111 in 

comparison with the stratum Pl122 with the same samples size (Table 12). There are different 

soil classes including Haplocambid and Haplocalcid in the stratum Pi111, unlike the stratum 

Pl122 with similar number of soil classes including Haplosalid.  

3) Soil diversity: Figure 19 shows the predicted soil map and the Shannon‟s entropy and 

richness maps based on soil taxonomic hierarchy. As the predicted number of soil classes 

increases, the richness and entropy increases from suborder to subgroup category. Therefore, 

the diversity indices are closely related to the number of soil classes.  

Order %N Suborder %n Great groups %n Subgroups 

Entisol 10 
Orthent 5 Torriorthent 5 Typic Torriorthent 

Psamment 5 Torripsamment 5 Typic Torripsamment 

 
 

Salid 30 Haplosalid 

 Typic Haplosalid 

 
 30 Gypsic Haplosalid 

 
  Calcic Haplosalid 

 
 

Calcid 20 Haplocalcid 20 
Typic Haplocalcid 

Aridisol 90 Sodic Haplocalcid 

 
 

Cambid 20 Haplocambid 20 
Typic Haplocambid 

 
 Sodic Haplocambid 

 
 

Gypsid 

 
Haplogypsid 24 

Typic Haplogypsid 

 
 30 Sodic Haplogypsid 

 
  Calcigypsid 6 Typic Calcigypsid 
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Figure 19. The soil map and the map of richness and Shannon index based on soil taxonomic hierarchy (a: 

suborder) 

 

 

 

a 

Shannon 

Richness 
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Continue of Figure 19. The soil map and the map of richness and Shannon index based on soil taxonomic 

hierarchy (b: great group) 

 

b 

Shannon 

Richness 
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Continue of Figure 19. The soil map and the map of richness and Shannon index based on soil taxonomic 

hierarchy (c: subgroup) 

Minasny et al. (2010) showed that the areas with more soil mapping units exhibit the 

largest pedodiversity for the world soil map. They stated that the measure of pedodiversity 

c 
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depends on the coverage or density of the soil map. Therefore, the greater the number of soil 

units or the higher density of the soil maps, the higher the diversity at the subgroup category. 

However, Peterson et al. (2010) argued that direct comparison of pedodiversity measures 

between studies is not possible as it depends on the type of classification used, the scale and 

the soil survey intensity.  

The prediction uncertainty was quantified by Shannon‟s entropy (Kempen et al., 2009). 

An increase in entropy index means an increase in the prediction uncertainty and a decrease in 

the map purity based on soil taxonomy hierarchy. The richness and entropy map were 

prepared based on the predicted soil map at each category level. A clear relationship was 

found between pedodiversity indices and the environmental variables. The highest correlation 

was observed between the wetness index and pedodiversity indices (Figure 20). No variation 

in pedodiversity indices was found at the locations with the lowest wetness index. Highly 

different soil units occur in bajada and playa (Figure 20). The highest entropy was obtained for 

playa, dissected bajada, and dissected old bajada and the lowest entropy for mountains and 

sand dunes.  

An increase in the diversity and a decrease in the rate of map purity based on soil 

taxonomic hierarchy confirm that heterogeneity is progressing in the area. This is also proven 

when we change the spatial scale and focus on the diversity trend in finer scale through 

geomorphic hierarchy, in other words, local diversity.  

Pedodiversity indices based on taxonomic hierarchy are presented in Table 14. Since the 

diversity indices at the soil order category was the same for all of the geomorphic surfaces, 

they were all presented in a single column in Table 14.  
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Figure 20. the correlation map wetness index and Shannon index on the map of wetness index. The black lines 

are high correlation of wetness and Shannon indices. 

Table 14. Pedodiversity of geomorphic surfaces based on taxonomy hierarchy 

 
Order 

 
Suborder 

 
Great groups Subgroups 

Stratum  ′, E S  ′ E S  ′ E S  ′ E 

Mo111 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Mo121 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Hi111 0 1 0 0 2 0.41 0.59 2 0.41 0.59 

Sd111 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Pl111 0 3 0.9 0.82 4 1.3 0.92 6 1.72 0.96 

Pl121 0 2 0.45 0.65 2 0.45 0.65 3 0.63 0.92 

Pl122 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Pi111 0 2 0.69 0.99 2 0.69 0.99 2 0.69 0.99 

Pi112 0 2 0.69 0.99 3 0.95 0.86 4 1.04 0.96 

Pi121 0 3 1.05 0.95 3 1.05 0.95 4 1.33 0.96 

Pi122 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0.56 0.81 

Pi211 0 3 0.87 0.79 3 0.87 0.79 4 1.32 0.95 

Pi212 0 3 0.95 0.86 3 0.95 0.86 4 1.33 0.96 

Pi311 0 4 1.22 0.88 4 1.22 0.88 7 1.89 0.97 

Pi312 0 3 0.96 0.87 3 0.96 0.87 4 1.24 0.89 

Pi313 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

Pi411 0 4 1.24 0.89 5 1.51 0.97 7 1.85 0.99 

Pi412 0 3 0.95 0.86 3 0.95 0.86 3 0.95 0.86 

Wetness index 
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The diversity indices increase soil order to soil subgroup. This is probably due to 

simultaneous increase in the richness and evenness through this hierarchical method. 

Toomanian et al. (2006) studied the soil diversity in geomorphic surfaces of Zayandeh-rud 

valley and reported similar results. The highest diversity indices were observed for the 

subgroup category.  

In Mo111, Mo121, Sd111, Pl122, and Pi313 units, the general trend of increase in the 

diversity indices from order to subgroup is not similar to what observed in other units. The 

results of low diversity indices for mountain landscapes are in line with the results of Behrens 

et al. (2009). Behrens et al. (2009) indicated that very low pedodiversities in mountain 

landscapes is not expected since the diversity in such landscapes is generally high due to 

varying parent materials and high soil-forming relief energy and, hence, various denudation 

and accumulation processes. They attributed the low diversity to problems of mapping small, 

elongated structures at small scales. In addition to these problems, the dry climate of the study 

area might be a reason for the low diversity in these units. The diversity indices increase at the 

soil family category due to the effect of different parent materials on carbonates and soil 

mineralogy (data not shown).  

The sand dune landscape has formed during Quaternary and is the youngest landscape in 

the study area. Therefore, age and climate are the major factors responsible for the low 

diversity in sand dunes. The diversity indices increase at the soil family category in this 

geomorphic surface which can be mainly attributed to irregular sedimentation of fine and 

coarse materials.  

An important factor in pedodiversity analysis is sampling density. The presentation of 

soil diversity is more accurate at high sampling density, particularly in well developed 

landforms. Landforms playa (Pl111) and bajada (Pi311) with largest sample size show the 
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highest diversity parameters (Table 14). The sampling density influences the density of soil 

map or the presence of different soil classes and, therefore, could affect the presentation of soil 

diversity.  

The trend in diversity indices is opposite to that of soil map purity based on taxonomic 

hierarchy in geomorphic surfaces (Figures 21 and 22). Decreasing slope of the soil map purity 

is exactly similar to increasing slope of the Shannon index. These illustrate that the indices are 

inter-related via a parameter. The key parameter is the number of different soil types in each 

stratum (richness). Minasny et al. (2010) showed that Shannon entropy is closely related to the 

number of soil classes. When the number of different soil classes or richness increases, greater 

number of fractions is summed in the Shannon index. Therefore, geomorphic surfaces with 

more richness have more entropy and diversity (Table 14).  

 

Figure 21. Relationship between pedodiversity indices and map purity based on taxonomic hierarchy for Pl111 

geomorphic surface 

Among the geomorphic surfaces, playa (Pl111) and bajada (Pi311 and Pi411) are highly 

diverse. Therefore, the number of different soil types (richness) increases based on soil 

taxonomic hierarchy and as a result Shannon index increases (Table 14). For example in 
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stratum Pi411 with 12 sample points, there are 4 different soil classes at great group level and 

7 ones at subgroup category. Therefore, 4 fractions are summed at great group category and 7 

fractions are summed at subgroup category, while the denominator is constant.  

 

Figure 22. Relationship between pedodiversity indices and purity of the predicted soil map based on taxonomic 

hierarchy 

The entropy indices are representative of deterministic soil complexity (Phillips, 1996). 

Therefore, any increase in entropy in the study area from order to subgroup category 

represents higher complexity of the soil system. Moreover, an increase in entropy and the 

number of different soil types influences the prediction ability of the model. When the system 

complexity increases, the number of different soil classes actually increases and, therefore the 

model should be trained for more different soil classes. It means that there are fewer 

observations per class for training of the model. Consequently, uncertainty increases for 

prediction of each soil class and soil map purity decreases for the soil category and 

geomorphic surfaces with more different soil classes or highly diverse classes (Table 14). 

Therefore, soil diversity directly influences the soil map purity as it is a reflection of the 

density of soil maps (Minasny et al., 2010).  
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In terms of management practices, we need a soil map with high purity that adequately 

represents soil diversity. The pedodiversity measures are related to the density of soil map or 

presence of various soil units. The soil maps with more different soil units have a higher 

diversity. Therefore, where the soil mapping is faced with restrictions such as hard working 

conditions in arid regions, we have to project the most efficient way for the soil mapping in 

terms of applicability for users.  

(ii) The combined index 

Soil mapping should be carried out at the soil category with high purity and also, it 

should represent the real soil diversity. The obtained results showed that excessive increase or 

decrease of one of them leads to loss of useful information. Relationships between 

pedodiversity indices and purity based on taxonomic hierarchy are presented in Figs. 21 and 

22. These relationships are illustrated for a geomorphic surface (Pl111) and for the predicted 

soil map of each taxonomic category in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively. In both figures, the 

highest purity and lowest entropy are observed at the order level. Soil mapping at the order 

category is not appropriate for management purposes in the study area. On the other hand, soil 

mapping at the level of subgroup illustrates a high diversity and low purity (Figs. 21 and 22). 

In such circumstances, uncertainty and impurity of soil map are very high which are not 

acceptable for users.  

Figs. 21 and 22 indicate that the best category for soil mapping is the intersection point 

of the pedodiversity and purity graphs. This point lies between the suborder and great group 

categories and includes 60 percent of diversity and purity. Which category is better: suborder 

or great group?  

We introduced a logical index via both diversity and purity. It seems that multiple 

Shannon entropy and purity are a more logical index which is presented in Figs. 23 and 24. 
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This index shows that the best category for soil mapping in the study area is the great group. 

However, there is not a big difference between suborder and great group categories, because 

there is not much difference between diversity indices at these two levels. The same results 

were also obtained by Toomanian et al. (2006). The increasing trend of the entropy through 

hierarchical downscale method shows that diversity and heterogeneity is progressing in the 

study area. Therefore, it seems that soil mapping will be more efficient at the great group 

category. The soil map at this level includes soil classes such as Calcigypsid which is not 

mapped at the suborder level.  

 

Figure 23. variation of logical index based on soil taxonomic hierarchy in Pl111 geomorphic surface 

We propose a framework for purposive soil mapping for dry areas with similar 

geomorphology 1) Mountains and sand dunes do not show diversity due to dry climate and the 

low age. They have been omitted in some studies in arid regions such as Toomanian et al. 

(2006). Therefore, it seems that the suborder level is good enough for mapping such land 

forms. Besides, the mapping of these land forms is essential because of natural resources and 

erosion hazards. 
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Figure 24. variation of logical index of the predicted soil map based on soil taxonomic hierarchy in the study area 

2) Gypsiferous hills rich in gypsum are classified as Gypsid suborder with no diversity 

at the suborder category (Table 14). On the other hand, the gypsiferous hills belong to 

Neogene period based on the geology of the study area (Nazemzadeh and Azizani, 1991). 

Therefore, they are older and more diverse than the sand dunes and the entropy increases from 

suborder to great group category (Table 14). The study of Toomanian et al. (2006) in the arid 

region showed that with an increase in the age of geomorphic surfaces, the entropy and the 

richness indices increase. Again, dry climate and low age are the limiting factors for higher 

diversity from great group to subgroup category. Therefore, soil mapping at the great group 

level is appropriate in the gypsiferous hills and also more purity is achieved. This confirms the 

results obtained by the use of the logical index.  

3) Playa, alluvial fan and bajada: In most geomorphic surfaces of these landforms, 

increasing entropy and decreasing purity were observed based on soil taxonomic hierarchy. 

The defined logical index showed that soil mapping at great group category is efficient. 

Because decreasing purity is high at subgroup category and uncertainty increases in the 
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predicted map. Consequently, the predicted map in subgroup category will not be very useful, 

while, the results present significant entropy and purity in great group category at this scale. 

This analysis is conditioned to a chosen sampling density that in the study area based on the 

sampling density applied; great group level was the best category for soil mapping.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

 

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:  

 The use of the geomorphology map greatly improves the prediction accuracy of digital 

soil map. The best predictions in this investigation could be achieved when soil forming 

factors were simultaneously used in the modelling approach. The spatial distribution of 

soils in the study area followed the distribution pattern of most geomorphic and terrain 

attributes. 

 Soils that are highly influenced by topographic and geomorphic characteristics in the 

study area such as Haplosalids, Haplogypsids and Torripsamments, were predicted 

more accurately than those only slightly influenced by topographic and geomorphic 

characteristics such as Haplocambids and Calcigypsids.  

 As a reliable and flexible approach, logistic regression could successfully be used to 

prepare continuous digital soil maps. The application of decision trees for prediction of 

soil types could be a promising alternative. 

 In addition to their application in land-use change studies, ROC curves could be 

successfully used for grouping soil classes.  

 The size and the spatial distribution of samples in different soil classes greatly influence 

the quality of digital soil maps.  
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 The integration of GIS data into R software provides the opportunity to predict soil 

classes in adjacent areas. The GIS based softwares such as SAGA and powerful 

statistical softwares such as R can easily support soil survey and mapping tasks. 

Altogether, an extended digital terrain analysis approach and clear description of 

geomorphological, geological and pedological processes could be a promising key 

technology in future soil mapping.  

 The soil map purity is affected by soil diversity as their trend changing was opposite 

from order to subgroup category level.  

 The diversity indices maps are based on soil map, so diversity measures depend on the 

density of the soil map. The density of soil map is density of different soil units. 

Therefore, higher soil diversity was achieved with greater density of different soil 

units.  

 Based on the use of combined index, the best category for soil mapping in the study 

area is the great group. Soil mapping at the level of subgroup illustrates high diversity 

and low purity. In such circumstances, uncertainty and impurity of soil map are very 

high which are not appropriate for users.  

 Sampling density is an important factor for determination of spatial variations of 

entropy. 
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